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Eric Taylor “Resurrect” Munich Records [Import]_________
Does it really matter whether the picture is in black and 
white, or in colour ? Like McMurtry’s “The Last Picture 
Show” there’s a slow, burning intensity to Taylor’s writing 
that is finely observed and obtusely detailed. And picture is, 
probably the key word. He is a master impressionist. One of 
the secrets of the narrative lyric is to, furnish the listener 
with a fragment of information and then, allow the recipient 
to conjure up the remainder of the picture or complete the 
vignette. Now that’s an economy of which I thoroughly 
approve. It doesn’t pinch, squeeze, hurt or kill anyone ! The 
eleven songs here are, on numerous occasions, peopled by
real life characters...... some famous and named, some
unknown who never received their [probably] deserved 
fifteen minutes. Some are fleetingly hinted at. Given merely 
that precious fragment, establishing the identity of certain 
characters takes a little time. In fact, there’s probably a 
legion of them that I’ve missed. And they may take a lifetime 
to figure out...but that’s all part of the joy of the chase. Of 
that initial [famous and named] group, there’s mention of 
Louis Armstrong, David Rodriguez, Robert Mitchum, 
Howard Hughes, at least two US presidents [JFK and 
Lincoln], John Wilkes Booth and Robert Johnson. There’s 
even a [deliberate ?] cross reference in the lyric of 
“Birdland” to the “whoopin’ crane.’’ Taylor once penned a 
metaphorical lyric and tune bearing that title. The late 
Townes Van Zandt is captured with the lines, “he fell from a 
fourth floor window and it didn’t hurt ‘im any.” “Strong 
Enough For Two” was commissioned for the 1981 Tony 
Bruny movie “Ephram,” which told the story of a 
courageous child who was literally wasting away, due to a 
degenerative muscle disorder. The muted, yet thunderous 
roll of drums in the closing seconds of the latter cut, is 
chilling. Finally recorded commercially, and for posterity, it 
joins the swelling ranks of Taylor penned classics. For one 
perfect and complete movie, savour every word of “Texas, 
Texas.” Taylor’s love for his basic, down-to-earth life is 
palpable. On his way to another road and sky, and heading 
west from his native Georgia, the original plan was merely 
to pass through Texas and check out the music. Thank God 
he subsequently decided to settle there. As for “Depot Light” 
it brings those pleasing spinal shivers, each and every time. 
And thank God it does. The opening sentence to this review 
was going to be “Eric Taylor is an extraordinarily gifted 
human being and songwriter,” but that’s already a widely
acknowledged fact............ His words can rip your heart out
and [thankfully], in the process, you feel no physical pain.
But Taylor makes you feel...really feel.....enriched, as well
as humble. My advice is to firmly grasp this opportunity to 
learn something about the courage, as well as the frailty of 
mankind. Available from Topic/Direct Distribution, 50, 
Stroud Green Road, London N4 3EF.

Mickey Newbury ’’Live in England” Roadhouse Records
[Import] ______ ____________________ ______ _
“Live in England” was cut during Newbury’s 1993 UK visit, 
when he was support act to Don Williams. For long time 
fans [as in three decades long] there’s nothing new, since 
the twelve compositions have appeared on previous 
recordings -  in some cases, on numerous occasions.

Despite that, Newbury is one of only a handful of
songwriters that I would listen to forever...... and a day.
Studio versions of “Sailor, Sailor” and “Ramblin’ Blues” first 
appeared on the 1996 disc “Lulled by the Moonlight,” 
while “Easy Street” debuted on Newbury’s 1994 live set 
“Nights When I Am Sane.” The other songs include long 
time standards such as “American Trilogy,” “Cortelia Clark” 
and “San Francisco Mabel Joy.” Available by Mail Order 
from Mountain Retreat, P.O. Box 888, Escanaba, 
Michigan 49829.

Phil Ochs “Farewells & Fantasies” Elektra
Traditions/Rhino [Import]______________________________
Disc two and three on this set slightly overlaps with the 
material that appeared on the 1997 Phil Ochs UK 
retrospective “American Troubadour.” The latter thirty 
four song, 2CD anthology was put together by Long 
Ryder/Coal Porter Sid Griffin, while this compilation has 
been created with input from Gary Stewart, Michael Ochs 
[Phil’s brother] and Phil’s daughter, Meegan Lee. Only one 
of Phil’s “Riverside Tapes” [Smithsonian/Folkways] 
recordings, “We Seek No Wider War,” is included here. The 
first two discs seek to present his story with tracks mainly 
drawn from his Elektra era albums. There were three. The 
remaining tracks, like “American Troubadour,” 
concentrate on his works for the A&M imprint. Five of the 
fifty three tracks are previously unreleased demos and live 
recordings, while the 100 page book which accompanies 
the set has been thoughtfully constructed. The premature 
death of anyone active in the public arena [in this instance, 
by his own hand], almost guarantees legendary status. For 
all his inconsistencies, Ochs is one artist who deserves his 
spot on mankind’s tapestry. Available by Mail Order [at a 
very interesting cost] from Glitterhouse Mail Order, Gruner 
Weg 25, D-37688 Beverungen, Germany. E-Mail : 
mailorder@glitterhouse.com

Various Artists “Treasures Left Behind : Remembering
Kate Wolf” Red House Records._______________________
We lost Kate Wolf to leukaemia some twelve years ago. 
Since that sad event, Kate’s music has been consistently 
lauded by her peers -  Nanci Griffith opened her 1993 
Grammy winning folk song tribute “Other Voices, Other 
Rooms” with Kate’s “Across the Great Divide.” This 
thoughtfully executed collection deserves to be equally as 
successful. Produced by Wolf’s long time side-person, Nina 
Gerber, this recording began as a solo project that was to 
include songs by Gerber’s former boss. The consummation 
is a fourteen-track selection that features artists who never 
met Kate, but have obviously been influenced by her 
legacy, through to performers who knew her well. While the 
latter group bring a personal insight of the writer to the song 
they interpret, Lucinda Williams and Emmylou Harris, for 
instance, do not trail far behind. Williams, might be the 
current flavour o f the month, but her dues are fully paid and 
more. She imbues “Here In California” with a wistful beauty, 
while Harris’ voice has always possessed that edgy quality 
and “Love Still Remains” matches her best work. Anyone 
familiar with Kate’s 1985 collection “Poet’s Heart” should 
know that the title song was written for and about her friend, 
fellow musician and Antipodean Scot, Eric Bogle. His 
rendition of “Cornflower Blue” is delivered with a love and 
memory that have faithfully endured the parting on this 
plane. “Thinking About You,” the closing track, is delivered 
acappella by former Joy of Cooking vocalist, Terry
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The interview with Richard Shindell took place at the 
Inn o f the Hills, Kerrville, Texas on the morning o f  
Sunday June 2nd 1996. Thanks to Michaela O ’Brien, 
Pat Tynan and Tim & Lori Blixt.

I know you were born in New Jersey, but I don’t know 
where or when.

Lakehurst, New Jersey -  where the Hindenberg 
crashed. Remember the Hindenberg ? They built a 
hospital where it crashed and I was born there in 1960. 
It’s a Navy base and my father was in the Navy.

Did you stay there for very long, i understand you were 
raised on Long Island.

Oh no. People for some reason think that I’m from 
New Jersey -  Rod introduced me as being from 
Lakehurst, New Jersey last night, and I’m not. We left 
Lakehurst about six months later. I lived in New Jersey 
for, maybe, the first year and a half of my life. After that 
we went to Santiago, Chile for about a year, because 
of my father’s work. Then we came home to Long 
Island and I lived there until I was about sixteen. So 
I’m a New Yorker.

What about siblings

I have two brothers and a sister. I’m the oldest. They 
all have musical heads, but they don’t do anything 
professionally with it. My next oldest brother used to 
play the saxophone pretty well. I don’t think he does it 
anymore. He got to a point where he could improvise a 
little bit. They all love music, but none of them are 
crazy enough to do it for a living [Laughs].

In your family line what was the trigger for music. Were 
your parents musical.

No. Church of England [Laughs]. My father is very 
musical and sings for a hobby in the Baltimore 
Symphony chorus. He has a beautiful baritone voice. 
He was just obsessed with music -  he’s not a musician 
-  he has a day job. He was into classical music -  you 
know, baroque. John Philip Souza marching tunes. 
Opera. Musicals. Rogers and Hammerstein. We 
listened to the "P ira tes o f  P enzance ,”  it seems to me, 
every Sunday afternoon for fifteen years.

So it rubbed off on you.

Oh sure. O f course it had to.

Some people might have developed a resistance to it

Well, I didn’t embrace classical music, but I did 
embrace music. I never wanted to be a classical 
pianist or anything, but having all that music in the 
house, constantly, has to have an effect on the way

your brain works. Something that was really important 
too, was church -  what I said about the Church of 
England was actually true. I was raised Episcopalian. I 
was a choirboy -  and when I wasn’t a choirboy, we 
would go and sit in the church and sing from the 
hymnal. My father would always sing the bass parts, 
which I was real impressed by -  he sang so beautifully 
-  everybody else in the church is singing the melody, 
and he was reading the bass notes. That basically, 
was my introduction to the concept of harmony. I 
would attempt to do it. I couldn’t read music, so I would 
attempt to do it by intuition. My voice was higher, so I 
would end up singing a third or a fifth above the 
melody -  but only by intuition. I loved to go to church -  
not because I was particularly religious, but so that I 
could go and sing, and figure out the harmonies. I think 
that helped me, because when I sing harmony with 
people now, I have an intuition for where the melody is 
going. Those W esleyan hymns were very beautiful. 
Many of them are hard to sing -  but many of them are 
gorgeous. That period also acted as a lesson in a 
certain kind of songwriting.

She likes music, but she’s not particularly talented in 
that area. She’s a writer. She writes prose. She just 
started doing it recently and has had one thing 
published in Massachusetts. She’s a very literary 
person. My father was the musical person -  he was
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always downstairs smoking a pipe and pounding his 
fist to Souza marches. Very tactile, and not too subtle. 
My mother was always the person that dealt with 
words and read children’s stories to us. She is a 
librarian. She read to us constantly. She’s very well 
versed in children’s literature, because she is a 
children’s librarian. She was very careful about what 
she chose to read to us. It was religious, every night, 
that we’d be read to. That has an effect too -  where, if 
you have somebody reading to you -  she’s a very 
good reader, with a beautiful Southern accent. She’s 
from Georgia. Hearing this voice, constantly, instils in a 
person certain sorts of rhythms. Gives them an 
appreciation fo r words, and the way they sound 
together. An appreciation for stories, and things like 
that. I think the combination of those two things was 
very important to me.

Was there ever a stage where you took music lessons.

Oh yes, they encouraged me. I wanted to play the 
guitar since I was about eight. My father did have the 
good sense to go out and buy the “ F reew hee lin '”  Bob 
Dylan album. When I heard that, I just had to play the 
guitar. Initially they didn’t want me to play the guitar. 
They thought the guitar was a frivolous instrument ~ 
and I was going to end up the way I am. They were 
right [Laughs]. So I took up the coronet as my 
instrument of choice. God knows why. I lasted about 
ten days. I absolutely hated it. It was very distasteful to 
me to have to blow into anything, and make a noise 
out of it. I gave it up. My parents realised that it was 
hopeless, and that all I really wanted to do was play 
guitar, so they bought me a guitar. Bless their hearts. I 
took lessons from the time I was about eleven to 
fifteen. That’s a very short period of time.

Did you do grade exams as you progressed.

Oh no. These were private lessons. The guy would 
come to the house. I don’t know about now, but the 
guitar at that time was not a legitimate instrument as 
far as schools were concerned. It wasn’t taught in 
schools. I could take coronet lessons, or piano 
lessons, or violin lessons in school -  but I could not 
take guitar lessons. I was taught by a very good, old 
jazz guitarist called Joe Gennelli -  who was just a 
monster. I mean a monster, in terms of his skill. He 
wasn’t Joe Pass or anything, but he probably knew 
Joe Pass. Probably hung out with him, and probably 
did a couple of gigs with him here and there. He was a 
very, very, very good, very technical teacher -  he 
knew all the theory like, cold -  an old style player, he 
had a big old Gibson cutaway and he was just a great 
guy. He was a hard teacher. He would actually exact 
physical punishment [Laughs], which to me at the time 
was - -

Presumably you must have enjoyed the lessons, if you 
kept it up for five years.

W e had a great relationship. I think he enjoyed 
teaching me, because I think I picked it up relatively 
fast. I was serious about it. He taught me good habits. 
And if I did something wrong -  actually if I did 
something right, his reaction was the same -  he would 
pinch me -  I mean, hard. It was painful. I don’t know 
what psychological theory he was reading about, but it 
seemed to have worked. W e went through music 
books and I learned to read music at that point. He 
would make sure I didn't rest my hand on my knee 
when I was playing -  all that sort of stuff. He was, I 
think, a big influence because it sort of made me take 
seriously the craft of it. It wasn’t just like “Oh, le t’s pick 
up the guitar and strum away.” He taught me that 
being a jazz musician, there are better ways to do 
things. Some ways are better than others. He drilled 
that into me, and I think that sort of discipline is 
important. I have no discipline now -  don’t get me 
wrong [Laughs] -  since then, I have just sort of 
dissipated into a wallowing mess of bad habits. Having 
somebody, at least, set the standard fo r you, at some 
point, is a good idea.

What happened once you were a teenager.

I became a rock n ‘ roller.

So what musicians were you listening to.

I listened to a lot of British rock. The Beatles of course, 
constantly. It amazes me now that there are people 
who don’t know The Beatles. Even folk musicians. I 
could probably play any Beatles song ever written. Not 
because I’ve sat down and learned it, but because I’ve 
absorbed it. It’s there. There are people out there who 
don’t know them -  people who are performing now. 
They’re out there making a living and they don’t know 
these songs, and it’s just mind boggling to me.

If you were bom in 1960, when did you start listening to 
The Beatles - by 1970, it was all over.
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I started listening to The Beatles in 1964. I remember 
we were in Santiago, Chile. W e were the Americans in 
town, and my father worked at the Embassy. This was 
at a time when there was a relatively benevolent 
regime in Chile -  so it wasn’t like he was working for 
Pinochet or anything. W e were the Americans in the 
neighbourhood, and in 1964 The Beatles were all over 
the place. I was four years old. The other kids in the 
neighbourhood would come over and get me to 
translate Beatles lyrics. When I first went there, I didn’t 
speak any Spanish so I couldn’t translate anything. 
A fter about six months -  you know how it is, when 
you’re four years old - I spoke it like a native by the 
time I left. I remember the family next to us -  we had a 
very high steel fence -  it probably wasn’t that high, but 
it seemed high to me at the time -  I remember them 
peeping their heads through the steel bars and saying 
“She’s love you, she ’s love you. What does that mean
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?” 1 translated it for them. They’d want me to translate 
titles, so that was my introduction to The Beatles.

What other British rock artists did you listen to.

Let’s see. When I was in High School, I was sort of into 
the Genesis, Gentle Giant type of thing. I’m sorry to 
say there was a period of time when I actually thought 
that Yes was a very good band [Laughs]. I’m sorry to 
say that folks. It was a lapse on my part. I still think 
Genesis were a good band. As for Yes, now, when I 
listen to them I think, it’s like old haircuts. I think “What 
was I t h in k in g I’ll probably someday think about my 
current haircut in that way. I listened to them and to 
what they call the arty-farty crowd here. The other kids 
were listening to Led Zeppelin and heavy metal type 
stuff. I listened to a lot of art/psychedelic type stuff.

You’re playing an instrument. You’re listening to music. 
Was there ever an inclination to start performing in 
public, with a garage band.

Oh yeah, we did that. Sure. We were very bad. I 
managed to get an electric guitar -  bless my parent’s 
hearts, they took me to New York City and bought me 
a Telecaster and an amplifier. Then I was unstoppable.

This was while you still lived on Long Island.

Yeah. I started hanging out with an unsavoury crowd 
and we had huge amounts of fun. The band I was in 
wasn’t particularly good and my heart wasn’t into the 
rock n’ roll thing too much. We played Stones covers, 
and that sort of stuff. Then my family moved. That’s 
where I was, when we moved -  playing in a garage 
band. The band I was in had no name -  there was 
another local band that was much better than we were, 
and they got all the gigs [Laughs]. Then we moved to 
Baltimore, which as you know is below the Mason 
Dixon Line. It’s a whole different thing down there. I 
was thrust into Southern culture, basically. It was much 
different to what I had been used to. My father got a 
job there and we moved when l was sixteen. That’s a 
relatively traumatic age at which to move. I didn’t know 
anybody. On the second day of going to my new High 
School -  I met this kid on the bus -  we started talking 
and I said “Yeah, I play the guitar.” He said, “So do I” 
so we started hanging out together. So I made a 
friend. He was a really good guitar player. A great 
guitar player, in fact. He had a whole different musical 
upbringing. He had been listening to the Grateful 
Dead, Gram Parsons, Captain Beefheart and 
bluegrass music. Janis Joplin. Creedence [Clearwater 
Revival]. He didn’t care at all about British rock. He 
gave me this education. Emmylou Harris. Dolly Parton. 
George Jones. He was the youngest kid in the family -  
there were two much older brothers, who had great 
record collections. He benefited from that, and I 
benefited from knowing him. I got this education in a 
different music. The closest I had ever come to

listening to anything like country music, was probably 
Crosby, Stills Nash and Young -  which as we know, is 
not country music. I started learning Gram Parsons 
tunes and listening to bluegrass. Actually, when I saw 
Peter Rowan last night, at Kerrville, singing “White 
Dove” - I thought it was absolutely beautiful. That 
song, just basically, pushed me over the edge. The 
version of it on the “Old And In The Way” record, 
opened my eyes to bluegrass. I immediately went out 
and got all the old Stanley Brothers records. Listened 
to the sources. Bill Monroe. Discovered a whole other 
realm of songwriting that I didn’t know about. Actually, 
no - that’s not true. When I was very young -  about 
eight or nine years old -  I remember going down to 
North Carolina to visit an aunt of mine, with my family. 
One night we went out and there was a bluegrass 
band playing. It was Arlene Kesterson, who I believe is 
still around. I’ll never forget her. I was just entranced 
by how beautiful the harmonies were. She did a 
version of “Fair and Tender Ladies” and I couldn’t 
believe how beautiful it was. It was outside at some 
sort of amphitheatre. That stuck with me. So that was 
one little folk oriented thing early in my formation, that 
sticks in my mind. The other thing is -  also at the same 
age, I remember going to an assembly -  this is still on 
Long Island -  an assembly at school. Sometimes they 
would bring you into the auditorium for some cultural 
thing. A lecture, or some sort of event. This time they 
had a guy with a guitar and he sang a bunch of folk 
songs. He sang the Ralph McTell song “The Streets of 
London” -  I remember all my friends were sitting 
around me, blowing spitballs through straws and things 
like that. All of them were being completely unruly. I 
remember hitting them all and telling them all to “Shut 
the hell up” because that song just fused itself into my 
brain. I couldn’t believe how beautiful it was. These 
were little things that made an impression on me. So 
there was already some kind of natural disposition to 
like that sort of music. Even though I went off on 
various tangents, musically, -  with art rock and 
whatever.

What was the name of the guy that you met when you 
were sixteen.

Tom Proutt. He studied classical guitar for a while. He 
was a great guitar player. I had a total inferiority 
complex about my guitar playing viz a ve his. It was 
with him that I actually performed in public for the first 
time. I actually sang an entire song. Usually I just sang 
for friends -  it wasn’t a gig -  we were just sitting 
around. There was a woman there, I forget her name, 
who actually encouraged me to sing. I sang “W illin’” 
the Lowell George song -  and I actually got through it. 
I kind of liked it. Then I graduated from High School, 
went to College and met Gorka.

This was at Moravian College in Bethlehem, 
Pennsylvania.
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Correct. Yeah.

Was that a conscious choice to study at that college.

Oh no. I was totally unconscious. I was a stoned 
teenager. The reason I went to Moravian, was that it 
was the only school I could get in to. I performed so 
miserably in High School, once I started hanging 
around musicians, that no one would take me. I went 
from being a very good student to being a very bad 
student in one year, basically. One semester almost. 1 
happened to meet this guy at Moravian, named Gorka.
I played guitar so you naturally gravitate to other 
musicians. Here was somebody else with a whole 
different set of influences and talent.

What was Gorka doing.

He already had the Razzy Dazzy Spasm Band, with a 
guy named Doug Andersen. The two of them formed it. 
Doug is now a Philosophy professor somewhere in 
Ohio, I think. A guy named Russ Rantler played the 
mandolin. The music they played was a real mixture of 
styles. There was no original songwriting, except for 
one song that we did regularly which was a beautiful 
song by Doug. I had never written anything, and as far 
as I knew Gorka had never written anything -  or if he 
had, he had never played it for us. Or for me, anyway. 
W e played bluegrass -  again, that bluegrass influence 
started coming back. It turned out, having gone to 
Baltimore and met this guy Tom Proutt, I knew some of 
the songs. I had listened to Peter Rowan and the 
Stanley Brothers and Flatt & Scruggs. I’d even 
attempted to learn some of those songs, as well as 
trying to learn flatpicking. When I got there, I knew how 
to play a couple of songs, so they asked me to be in 
the band. I only went to Moravian for two years and 
then I transferred out. In that time, we played every 
Saturday night. We never practised. We would also do 
blues tunes -  like “Statesboro Blues,” or we would do 
Rolling Stones tunes and some ballads -  I remember 
we performed a couple of Leo Kottke things -  we did 
“Louise” that Paul Siebel sang and “I Saw the Light,” 
“Salty Dog” -  that sort of thing. We played the folk 
festival at the College and our Saturday gig was at a 
place called Earl’s. It was right next door to Godfrey 
Daniels, which is a very well known club that booked 
folk musicians. All this time Gorka was going down 
there and seeing people like Stan Rogers, John 
Hartford and Jaime Brockett. He was absorbing that 
stuff and getting to know those people. Gorka was 
laying the foundations for his career right there. Just as 
I left, he was starting to perform his own songs. He 
would play in the school restaurant with his guitar. In 
the band he played a banjo. Then I transferred and 
lost contact with him. I went off and tried to get my 
academic career together. By that time, my head was 
clearing a little bit.

So you moved to where.

Hobart College in New York. I studied Philosophy and 
tried to graduate with some sort of degree. And get a 
good job. Basically, at that point, I studied my ass off 
for the next two and a half years.

And never played any music.

There was a coffee-house locally, and I would play 
there on every other Saturday night.

By this stage, were you playing original material.

No. Nothing. I just did covers. The main thing was, that 
l started to sing in public. Actually, no - I did write 
some poetry. I started writing lyrics at that point -  but 
to me, they weren’t lyrics. There were two separate 
things. I was a guitar player and an interpreter of other 
people’s songs. Then I would write poetry, but I 
couldn’t figure how to put them together.

What influenced you to start writing. Was it something 
that your mother had given you as a child.
Well, writing songs was down the road. I don’t know -  
you’re in College there, hanging out with a certain 
group of people -  and I was hanging out with a 
relatively creative group. There’s a certain atmosphere 
and urge to do things. To prove yourself. To see if you 
are any good. You’re exposed to things and you try to 
give voice to them. I had a couple of things to say and 
I wrote them down. They were published in the school 
poetry review at the end of year. Some of the people 
who were considered serious poets at the school 
actually liked them. One of them said, “It ’s obvious that 
you know what you ’re doing. You have an ear.” Then I 
graduated and did the Buddhist thing and took off to 
Europe and floated around for a while. I played in the 
streets, and attempted to write songs while I was 
there.

Where was this. France.

Yeah. Mostly, France. I d idn’t spend much time in 
Germany. I was in Paris and I was playing in the 
subways there. During 1984 and 1985. I met a girl and 
ran off to Sweden with her. Met my wife. Or at least, 
the person who many years later would become my 
wife. I got real comfortable about singing in public. 
Then I came back and had no idea what to do with my 
life, and so I did what everybody else does who 
doesn’t know what to do with their lives -  I enrolled in 
graduate school. I started studying theology. I was 
going to be a pastoral counsellor. A  psychotherapist, 
slash priest. At that point something happened and I 
just started writing songs. It was a very strange 
transformation. I have no explanation for it.

So it wasn’t even a subconscious decision.

No. No. Not at all. When I got to that seminary, I 
literally had not even picked up the guitar in about a
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year. I was very, very discouraged. I didn’t like my 
guitar, or the way it sounded, so I was really mad at it. 
It was a disincentive to play the damned thing.

But you had been playing it regularly in France.

When I came from France I was so disillusioned, and 
then about a year passed before I went to the 
seminary. I was in Baltimore living with my brother. I 
wasn’t really playing the guitar anymore. I wasn’t 
excited about it, so I went to seminary. It was there 
that I discovered Massengill on the radio, one day. 
That was about a month after I got there. It was 
another one of those moments. It was like hearing the 
“Freewheelin’” Dylan, hearing Arlene Kestersen play 
live underneath the stars, hearing that guy sing “The 
Streets of London.”

So you were back in the New York area.

Yeah, I was in Manhattan. I was living at Union 
Seminary on 122nd Street. It was a New York radio 
station I heard. I think it was a broadcast from The 
Speakeasy, which is a club in the Village. I had heard 
Massengill before, but I didn’t know who he was. I’d 
heard him on a Roches record when I was in College. 
And the only reason I knew that record, was that 
Robert Fripp produced it and I was a Robert Fripp 
fanatic.

Because of King Crimson.

Exactly. It was a weird connection, and it just 
happened to lead me to Massengill. I heard this song 
and I thought “What a beautiful song.” It was “On the 
Road to Fairfax County.” I thought it was traditional 
and then I saw on the credits that some guy had 
written it. I thought it was some old dead guy. Sorry, 
David. Then I got to New York and heard him on the 
radio, and realised that he was very much alive. He 
played some songs that just absolutely killed me. 
Something snapped and I just decided to sit down and 
write a song. I decided that I was going to sit down, 
right then and there, after he got done playing on the 
radio.

So what was your first song.

It was “On A Sea of Fleur-de-Lis” [Laughs].

it must have been nice to get a keeper from the opening 
pitch.

It was a very, very nice confidence builder to just come 
up with that right off the bat. I worked very hard on it. I 
basically failed that semester, because -  this didn’t 
happen in just one night. I sat down and started the 
song, but it took me months. I went over and over and 
over it, again and again. Like I said, I almost flunked 
out of the school at that point, because I was so 
obsessed with the song. Then I finished it, looked at it

and said to m y s e lf"This doesn't suck. This is not bad." 
If I had failed my little experiment, I might not have 
tried again. I set a relatively high standard for myself 
and if I hadn’t felt like I could meet it, then I probably 
wouldn’t have continued trying. That’s a fault of my 
personality. A fter completing that first song, I actually 
felt like I had. Then I decided to try and write another 
one. Each song was a real revelation. As I finished 
each one, I would think to myself “Well, that’s it. That’s 
the last one I’m ever going to write. ” Then I would say 
“W e’ll ju s t try another one.” And another one would 
come, and then another one.
Were you consciously thinking about subjects on which 
to base songs.

No, no, not at all.

Was it like a channel that was coming through you.

In some ways -  in some songs, yeah -  but I don’t 
ascribe to any esoteric theories about where songs 
come from. I’m pretty much of a pragmatist and I think 
they come from people, and they happen accidentally. 
Some people think it’s too wonderful to be accidental, 
and that there’s something synchronous about it.

Some songwriters describe the writing process as 
“taking out the trash,” or “shedding skin.”

I really have a much more mundane view of it, which is 
that -  and I think actually Dylan has said something 
sim ilar -  and it sounds pedestrian, but - you come up 
with one line. Every song starts -  fo r me anyway -  with 
a line. Something that sounds a certain way, or evokes 
a certain feeling - just a line - something that sounds 
good. You start with that and then you’ve got to come 
up with another line. Every songwriter will come up 
with a different second line - so the first line narrows 
down what the second line can be. And the second 
line narrows further what the third line can be. The 
process for me is following that first line, if it’s any 
good. If it’s not any good then nothing happens. 
Following the logic of that first line -  for example, in 
“The Kenworth of My Dreams," l sat down and thought 
to myself 7 want to write a country song.” So I wrote “I 
sold m y old Camaro” -  not because that has anything 
to do with country music, or anything -  just, that’s what 
occurred to me. Then you try to crack that nut and find 
out what that is all about. They sort of take shape that 
way. It’s hard to describe. I don’t see it as channelling, 
or having anything to do with muses.

Would you describe yourself as an observer of life.

Yeah. You have to keep your eye open for happy 
accidents. Many times a good song will come from 
putting two things together that appear completely 
unconnected. Having an eye for a happy accident. For 
example, you’re in the middle of a song and you 
happen to be walking around the streets one day and 
you don’t know what the song is about - and you have
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your eyes open - you hear a snippet of conversation 
on the street, or you see -  I don’t know - an 
advertisement, or whatever. You think about that in the 
context of your song, and you put it in there 
somewhere [ED. NOTE. Indicates his brain]. Many 
times it does work -  eerily so. It’s almost like there is 
some sort of channel. Another example is my song 
“Ascent.” I was writing that song, and the first two 
verses I had written in full. It was a little like an 
existentialist manifesto. Sort of like - the song was 
from the point of view of this guy -  I didn’t even know 
what point of view it was from really. I sort of imagined 
this guy not wanting to be pigeonholed, psychologically 
anyway. Not wanting to be reduced to any kind of 
psychological theory, or material theory, or anything 
like that. I didn’t know what the song was about. I 
didn’t really have any direction. It didn’t have any meat.
I was frustrated, so I turned on the television set and 
there was a movie on about this ex-convict who, when 
he gets out of prison kills somebody and ends up on 
death row. Basically, that was the plot. I realised that I 
was writing a song - the same evening I turned on the 
television set, and there’s this story about a guy on 
death row. It was a movie called “The Hoodlum  
Priest.” And that was the guy -  the song was the guy.
I was sitting there, just amazed. It was an incredible 
coincidence. I believe it was a coincidence. Other 
people would say that it wasn’t. Those two verses I 
had were this guy, and then I added the third verse -  
and it was like, of course, these two verses are about a 
guy who is on death row, who knows he is going to die 
and he’s forgiven. He has realised that Jesus Christ 
has forgiven him. Just like “Dead Man W alking” -  a 
similar story. This guy has realised that he is like the 
thieves on the crosses next to Jesus. His sins are 
forgiven. The chorus comes, “Eternity is m ine.” I woke 
up this morning and, I’m gonna to walk to the gas 
chamber, basically -  it’s a little double entendre -  
because eternity means death, but at the same time, 
for him, it’s salvation. This just popped out of the 
television set. I happened to have this song half 
written, and I happened to say to myself “That’s the 
guy.” The song was finished in an hour. I did a little 
editing. It was really kinda spooky.

And it’s not the sort of thing you ever question -  like, 
where did that come from. Why did that happen.

I don’t question those things -  ever. There’s no why. 
It’s just a happy accident. You have to have an eye for 
serendipity. Things happen like that. I don’t think 
there’s any -  I’m an atheist and I don’t believe in any 
necessary trajectory for history, or anything like that. 
To me, it’s all a beautiful accident. The emphasis being 
on, beautiful [Laughs].

If you’ve now got a body of songs written, what do you 
do next.

To be perfectly frank, I had written, I think, two or three 
songs and I thought they were pretty damned good 
songs. There’s one that we won’t talk about, which is a 
bad song and will happily sink into obscurity. I had “On 
a Sea of Fleur-de-Lis” and “Are You Happy Now” plus 
this other song. I sent them to Richard Meyer at Fast 
Folk Musical Magazine. He played them and loved 
them and invited me to come down to Jack Hardy’s 
place to sing my songs. I met Massengill. I met all 
these people. Then, a couple of months later, I get a 
call from David Massengill to tell me that he’s going to 
sing one of my songs at a Fast Folk show at The 
Bottom Line. That to me was, just like -  a miracle.

At this point, had you done any gigs in public where 
you played your own songs.

Not really. I might have gone down to some of the 
open mikes at The Speakeasy by that time. I did some 
coffeehouse gigs at the seminary. There’s also a little 
place up Columbia University called The Postcrypt 
Coffeehouse. I lived just across the street from it and I 
would go in there and hear people. I would also go to 
The Postcrypt for their open mikes, and play my new 
songs. My original repertoire consisted of exactly three 
songs, so I had to flush things out with other people’s 
material. I’d play a couple of Massengill songs. A 
couple of Gorka songs. I rediscovered that my old pal 
Gorka now was a famous person -  which just amazed 
me. That was a real eye opener for me, career-wise - 
to see somebody I knew, and somebody I was in a 
band with -  somebody I shared a house with, could 
actually make a living as a musician. That was a real 
eye opener. I’d never thought of any kind of career in 
the music industry. To see him doing that, was a real 
inspiration. That was important. Where was I -  oh, I 
was at The Postcrypt Coffeehouse -  the more songs I 
got, the more I was able to stand up and do a set. I 
could be a feature act at an open mike. A feature 
would play maybe, twenty minutes or half an hour. 
Eventually, I could play a feature -  playing all original 
songs - and that was a big deal for me, but I still 
couldn’t do a whole set. I would go and see people 
play like, Michael Smith or David Massengill or Gorka, 
and they’d get up there and they’d play for two hours. I 
thought, “I'll never be able to do that, I ’ll never have 
that much material.”

Which years are we talking about here.

This would be about 1988 and 1989. Then I would do 
opening acts, which are a sim ilar thing, because 
you’ve only got to play for half an hour. I mean, the 
pressure is not really on. I opened for Chris Smither 
once. I opened for Massengill once. I opened for 
different people. Then I wrote a couple of more songs 
and had enough for an album -  I remember the first 
time I played a gig and wasn’t the opener. The first 
time somebody opened for me, was absolutely 
terrifying. The pressure was on me -  it was my gig
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now. It was this whole progression of building up your 
repertoire until you’ve got enough material to fill a 
night.

Where did you play your first gig as a headliner.

At The Speakeasy probably.

Did Rod MacDonald book you.

It wasn’t Rod. It was either Tom Intondi, or whoever 
took Tom ’s place. I’m sorry, my first show as a 
headliner was at The Postcrypt. They had three people 
play each night at The Postcrypt. The last person to 
play is, the kicker. The one who plays the longest and 
is the main attraction. The one who makes the most 
noise, or whatever criteria they use. I remember the 
gig - 1 was the one -  I was the last person that night. I 
was absolutely terrified. It was at Columbia University 
with all these smart people in the audience. The 
people that played before me were pretty good. I was 
scared to death -  I was absolutely scared to death, 
because it was on me to produce the goods and make 
the end of the evening go well, and have everybody 
leave happy. I got through it and it was OK.

Had you appeared on a Fast Folk recording by this 
stage.

By that time David Seitz had recorded “On A Sea of 
Fleur-de-Lis.” It didn’t come out for another year -  it 
seemed to take forever. I might even have recorded 
two songs by then. I recorded “Memory of You” at one 
point. Really it was just a question of putting one foot 
in front of the other. Taking each step to the next level 
- to the logical next instalment.

What was the next step.

Then I started recording with David Seitz. He had this 
wonderful studio and he really helped me. I didn’t know 
anything about studios, or anything about recording.

The Fast Folk releases usually employ pretty basic 
recording techniques.

Ours started out being very basic. By that time I 
thought “Maybe I should record some o f these songs. 
Get them on tape and make a little demo tape.” 
Something to sell at gigs. Even though it’s only five or 
six songs, I could sell it for ten bucks or something. In 
the middle of that project -  I kept writing songs and I’d 
go in and record them, but very basic. You know, bass 
and guitar -  that was it. Then, Richard Meyer - it turns 
out he had been talking to Shanachie Records. They 
wanted to start doing a singer/songwriter series. He 
was involved with my recording project to a certain 
extent, and asked me for a copy of what we had so far. 
He didn’t tell me why. He played it for them and they 
liked it. They said, “We want to make a record.” So we 
had to beef the tracks up a little bit.

Had you managed to release any of the tracks as a gig 
tape.

No. It had never gotten that far. I was still in the 
process of recording it. Then we decided to go back 
and add stuff. To make it sound a little bit more, 
cohesive. A t that point, we -  when I say we, I mean 
we, because there were a bunch of people who were 
involved with this project and really helped me. The 
musicians. David Seitz.

How did you meet him.

He was the person who was recording the Fast Folk 
stuff. That’s how I met him. I was sent over there to 
record “On a Sea of Fleur-de-Lis.” Greg Anderson, a 
wonderful musician, would come in and made 
suggestions, and add guitar parts. Richard Meyer 
came in and helped with the mixing. Judy Zweiman. A 
lot of people had a -  Lillie Palmer, was involved a little 
bit with comments and stuff. I really fe lt like l was 
making something worthwhile. W e would then go back 
and add to what we had recorded. Sometimes we 
would re-record, because it’s very hard to, for 
example, add drums to a song that wasn’t recorded 
with the anticipation of having drums on it. Many times, 
the timing is all off completely. It wouldn’t fit and you 
couldn’t get any drummer who could play like that. In 
one case we did -  “The Courier” was recorded first 
with the guitar, and then we went back and added the 
drums. Which is totally ass backwards. You should 
never do that. W e would keep going back and it began 
to take form. I would write a couple of more songs and 
add them. All of a sudden, I had this thing -  and I just 
became obsessed with it. We worked very, very hard 
for a very long time. It took a long time to record that 
record. Going back and adding stuff and making 
production decisions. It took like, a year and a half. We 
never sat down when we started and said “OK, here ’s 
what w e’re going to do.” It started off as one thing, 
became something different and then it became 
something altogether different. First, we wanted to 
make it a little bit more radio friendly -  by adding bass 
and a couple of harmonies. All of a sudden, we started 
to get bigger ideas about the overall sound. We spend 
a lot of time -  I went out to Long Island every other 
night for a long time. Then they put it out. With a 
record out, you can start playing outside of New York 
City.

What is Synergy Sound.

That’s David Seitz’s studio.

Before your album was released, you’d had a track on 
“When October Goes” one of Christine Lavin’s 
songwriter compilations.

That was just prior. If you listen to that track -  “Are You 
Happy Now” -  that’s the same version as is on the 
album, minus the banjo and the fiddle. And that’s
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mainly because we hadn’t gotten to that part when 
Christine Lavin needed the master tape of the song for 
“When October Goes.” David and Christine had 
known each other fo r a while and she had recorded 
with him. He told me that she was doing this 
compilation record and that I should send her “Are You 
Happy Now.” She loved it.

Were you surprised.

Are you kidding ? It was like the greatest thing that had 
ever happened to me. And she loved the song. Being 
on that compilation was a huge boost fo r my career. 
Actually, I had met her a few times, prior to that, at The 
Speakeasy. It was a real hang out for music people. 
Another strange coincidence - when I transferred to 
Hobart, which is in Geneva, New York, I had been 
hanging around with a woman named Mary Lavin. A 
wonderful person. I remember her saying at one point 
that she had a sister in New York called Christine who 
was becoming a big shot folk singer. I just sort of 
tucked that away somewhere and never made the 
connection. Years later I met this person, Christine 
Lavin -  and I also realised that Gorka had been seeing 
Christine. Not only that, but he had gone to Geneva to 
visit the Lavin family, when he was seeing Christine - 
not knowing that I was at Hobart, and Hobart was in 
Geneva. I d idn’t know that the Lavin’s lived in Geneva. 
It was a very strange coincidence. She put that 
compilation out, and it really helped me -  a lot of radio 
people - the folk stations, the public radio stations and 
the community radio stations, really sat up. It was a 
huge reaction. Also with “On a Sea of Fleur-de-Lis,” a 
couple of radio stations really picked up on the Fast 
Folk recording and played the hell out of it. When I 
finally did get to the point where I was doing gigs - 
leaving town by bus, or renting a car, or whatever -  
there was already a body of work that had been done, 
that people knew about.

How far out did you go. Boston. Chicago.

Boston and Connecticutt. I wasn’t going as far as 
Chicago. W e’re talking, upstate New York - a two 
hundred mile radius of New York. New England 
mostly. I got to, fo r example, Hertford, Connecticutt 
and I had a full room. I had never played there before 
in my life, and I had a full room because of this 
wonderful station WWUH. Merely on the basis of 
having these two lousy songs on compilation records, 
they had talked me up to their audience as somebody 
to go see.

Did you feel constantly uplifted by the progress you 
were making.

Yeah. All the time there’s the incentive to make sure 
that you’ve got enough material. I was always 
convinced that I didn’t really have enough material, or 
that a song 1 was playing wasn’t really good enough -

and I needed to replace it in my set with something 
better. There’s a certain vanity involved in wanting to 
make sure that you’ve got the best set that you can 
come up with. There was a sort of buoyancy about the 
whole thing, where I was encouraged to write more 
and more songs.

Who approached the Shanachie label.

Richard Meyer. Then they approached me. I didn’t 
approach them. Richard called me up one day and 
said “Shanachie wants you to make a record.” I almost 
fell off my chair. I couldn’t believe it. This was very fast.
I had only started writing songs something like a year 
and a half. Now Shanachie Records wanted to make 
an album -  it was just miraculous and a very fast 
progression. I had to do a lot of catching up. Gorka, for 
example, had started out right from College. He knew 
exactly what he wanted to do. 1 didn’t know what l 
wanted to do. He did it. W ent into New York, right after 
College, and didn’t waste any time. I wasted a little bit 
of time floating around out there.

Maybe you needed that time and space.

Oh yeah. I don’t regret it. I did a lot of interesting 
things. I needed to get myself to a point where I could 
write. Perhaps if I hadn’t done that, I wouldn’t have 
been able to.

Or you may have not have been the mature writer that 
you are.
Yeah. I was also going through a pretty horrible, 
horrible divorce at the time I started writing. I think my 
writing also benefited from that, I’m sorry to say. It was 
an outlet for me. A real escape. I would go and sit in 
some cavern in Union Seminary, which has neo-Gothic 
architecture, with lots of hallways and echoing stone 
chambers and stuff. I’d find some old chapel 
somewhere - just disappear and write these incredibly 
morose, melancholy songs. It made me feel better. 
Going through a divorce is a terrible thing. Would I 
have done what I did, if I hadn’t gone through that 
divorce ? -  I don’t know. Probably not. Nietzsche has 
got some sort of idea about this -  about never 
regretting whatever it is that you have done -  and you 
could use this to justify almost anything horrible, at the 
same time. And many people who have read 
Nietzsche have done that. But there’s something to it -  
I may have done a lot of stupid things in my life -  or, 
one may have done a lot of stupid things in ones life, 
but at the same time maybe those stupid things were 
absolutely necessary. And they are, because they 
make up who you are.

And they give you a well from which you can draw 
inspiration later.

Right. Any life that’s been eventful could not really 
have been otherwise, because that’s what happened.
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What was the reaction to “Sparrows Point.”

It was unbelievable. W hat happened was - I made the 
record, it came out and then I went to France to court 
my wife, whom I had re-established contact with, after 
six or seven years of non-contact. We had started 
corresponding and I arranged to go over and visit her. 
We fell madly in love and it was wonderful. I also had a 
couple of gigs in Italy. Carlo Carlini had found out 
about me, and invited me over there. I fully intended 
coming back. I wasn’t just going to disappear. I was 
only going for a couple of months, but I had no idea 
what was going to happen. I think I almost did it on 
purpose, where I didn’t want to know, or I was afraid of 
the reaction. All of a sudden I started getting 
indications that this was not a bad record. That people 
really, really, really liked it -  and that I should go back.
I got some reviews that were just unbelievable. I was 
befriended, in France, by Gabriel Yacoub and Nikki 
Matheson. At that point, I was still wallowing around in 
self-doubt. They sort of slapped me around a little bit 
and said, “You’re an id io t Get back there. Get back in 
the ring.” [Laughs] So I did. I went back. A woman 
named Janet Chayes came up to me at a concert and 
asked me if I needed a booking agent. I said “Sure.” 
So she started booking me. I quit my day job and 
started trying to get gigs. In many cases, people had 
not heard of me and had not heard the record, and we 
were operating in a vacuum. In most cases, it really 
helped to have that record out. Those two things -  
having that record out, and having Janet come along 
and start making phone calls on my behalf -  were 
really, really important. Then you’re on the road. And 
here I am [Laughs].

Then we come to “Blue Divide.” Steve Addabbo 
involved towards the end of “Sparrows Point,” as 
there’s a reference to him on the liner.

Yes. I wanted to add drums to some of the songs on 
the record. I also wanted this guy named Larry 
Campbell to come in and play pedal steel and some 
other instruments. David Seitz’s studio was not 
suitably equipped for a really good drum sound. He 
could do a certain kind of drum sound, but David 
suggested that we should go to a studio that was 
properly set up for a good drum sound. W e went there 
and got this guy named Ken Blevins -  a great 
drummer, who has played with John Hiatt and a lot of 
other people -  a wonderful guy. Steve let us use his 
studio. We paid him. He had some suggestions and he 
liked the material. He brought his friend Larry 
Campbell in, and then he helped us mix it a little bit. 
When the time came around fo r the second record to 
be made, I had enjoyed working in that studio and I 
decided to go with Steve. A t the time, David was 
between studios. He’s now in New York City, but he 
was moving and it was a little bit up in the air, so I went 
with Steve. Again, we worked like dogs on that record, 
and we were often up till six and seven in the morning.

He’s got a family and his wife probably hates my guts 
for keeping him up all those hours. It really was just an 
accident -  he happened to have the studio and we 
went in there. He’s also involved in the scene, pretty 
well, with Shawn Colvin and David Massengill. Buddy 
Mondlock.

When’s the next album going to appear. Is that on the 
horizon.

Yes it is. I’m going to take about six weeks beginning 
in about two weeks time, to work on it. I’ve almost got 
a block of songs. I need to get a whole block, and then 
focus on what parts of the block I want to put on the 
record. Decide what kind of record I want to make. I 
have to think about that.

Is it easy for you to write material under pressure.

Oh no. I don’t write easily any time. It is the most 
tortuous, and the most unhappy process really.

Is it a situation where you must have peace and quiet.

Oh yeah. I’m what they call high maintenance when it 
comes to songwriting. I need peace. I need lots of 
silence. My wife is going to Argentina for six weeks 
with the baby. I’m going to have six weeks of solitude -  
I got a couple of gigs -  but basically, I’m going to be on 
my own and I’m going to finish a bunch of songs that 
have been wanting to be finished for a long time. I 
need to just focus. I’m on the road all the time now and 
play a lot. It’s very difficult to maintain a creative focus 
in that situation.

Are you a notebook songwriter.

Yeah. I write lines in the car. I’ve got pieces of paper 
flying around the car, if the windows are open. I come 
home and put them in the computer and at some point 
I try to make sense of them. Figure out what’s good 
and what’s not so good.

Currently, how many gigs do you play each year.

Around one hundred and fifty. It seems like more.

Where have you played in Europe.

In Italy. All over Italy, two or three times. I played a 
couple of places in France, with Gabriel’s help. In Paris 
there were gigs in a theatre and a club. They were 
both Gabriel’s gigs and he invited me along to play 
with him. One gig in Switzerland, and that’s it. I’ve 
never been to the British Isles to play. I’d love to go.

Can I ask you specifically about some of the songs on 
your two albums to date.

Sure.

Can you explain “Sparrows Point.”



“Sparrows Point” is the downtown, industrial section of 
Baltimore, Maryland. The Bethlehem Steel Plant is 
there. There’s an old chrome factory there and there 
are shipyards. During the war they built a lot of ships 
there. Baltimore is one of the most important ports in 
the country. I lived in Baltimore for a while and I used 
to go running down there. Running through Sparrows 
Point, on my way to somewhere else. There’s a plant 
called Sparrows Point too. Part of Bethlehem Steel. I 
always thought it was a very beautiful name for a really 
rough place. I was writing, what was it -  Richard 
Meyer and I were talking on the phone one day and I 
mentioned something about the Great Depression. He 
said, “W hy don’t you write a song about the Great 
Depression.” So that was it. I went to the library for 
inspiration and got all these books on FDR and the 
Depression. The financial crash of ’29 and all that stuff.
I think I originally wanted to write something about 
FDR. That was the original aim, but one thing led to 
another and I wanted to say something about people 
getting work from war, basically. The conflict of that. 
W ar sucks, but it does employ people. My chosen -  
my favourite way to tell stories like that, is to pick a 
person. A very singular individual, because that is sort 
of redundant, and let them speak. I try to focus on 
them as much as possible and yet at the same time to 
have what they say, and what they do and what 
they’ve lived through, tell a much bigger story. And you 
have to remain true to what that person would say. 
You can’t start telling a big story about the war, or 
about macro economic forces or anything like that, 
from the point of view of this guy William Taylor. It 
wouldn’t be the right tone for the song. He wouldn’t go 
off on a tangent like that. You have to remain true to 
what he would say. To what he would be concerned 
with, as you conceive him. Yet you want to be able to 
put enough stuff in there so it’s not irrelevant or boring. 
You’ve got to have him observe certain things and say 
them in a certain way, so that people who listen to the 
song put it into a larger context. And know exactly 
what’s going on. I had to make sure that I got all the 
ages right. For example, the date when he was born. I 
had to add it up. If he was bom in ’24, that means 
when he is fifteen it’s 1939. That’s when things would 
have been cranking at the Baltimore shipyards. They 
wouldn’t necessarily have been preparing for war, 
because we didn’t enter the war till later. They would 
have been making some ships there. And so there 
would have been some serious construction activity in 
Baltimore. I had to check all these things out. Then, of 
course, there’s the kicker at the end -  he’s got his job 
and he’s sending home money, but it ain’t building 
ships. He’s a soldier. It’s a two edged sword. He got 
some work, but it wasn’t what he was anticipating.

What about “The Memory of You”

That song is sort of abstract to me. It’s not really about 
anything -  any particular event. I suppose it would 
apply neatly to a couple of old girlfriends. I’m not

talking there about anything real important, to me 
anyway. I like the song.

How about “The Courier.”

“The Courier” came about when I picked up a book of 
Wilfred Owen’s poems. I was reading some of his 
poems from the trenches in World W ar 1, and also, I’d 
seen and read about the Battle of Gallipoli. Sending all 
these guys over the top, and I just wanted to write a 
song about the guy who would deliver the message. 
The position that person was in, of having to take 
orders and not giving the order. But having to deliver it. 
It’s absolutely necessary for the efficient running of an 
army. Somebody has got to transmit the orders. 
You’ve got have somebody to make them, somebody 
to carry them out and somebody to deliver them. I 
wanted to just talk about this guy -  I couldn’t really 
write a song about the guys actually going over the top 
of the trench and getting mown down. That’s already 
been done and -  I couldn’t rewrite “The Green Fields 
of France” for example. Eric Bogle wrote that song. 
Unbelievable song. I don’t feel I have the power to deal 
with people getting mown down by machine guns. 
Instead, I wanted to focus on the story behind the 
story. Call attention to the difficult place that person is 
in, w ithout trying to be judgmental about it. I could 
have turned the song into some kind of politically 
correct thing, where the guy refuses to deliver the 
order and is court martialed and shot. That would be a 
perfectly good story. Perhaps I should do that, 
because that’s a noble thing to do in some 
circumstances. In this case, it seemed too easy for me, 
and that it was more interesting to have him not 
disobey -  to have him deliver the order. That’s actually 
how things usually work. Not very inspirational. I know 
the song is not very inspirational, but a song where he 
refuses would be inspirational. Sort of like Arthur 
McBride and the sergeant, that Paul Brady sings 
about. And Dick Gaughan too. There’s a perfectly 
good example about a bunch of guys getting recruited 
and then telling the guy to take a walk. That’s fine, but 
I don’t know, it just seemed to me like I wanted to write 
a song about the way things usually happen. Which is, 
following the orders. I had to figure out a way to end 
the damned song, and so he takes all their letters 
home. His job is also to deliver those. It’s a small 
consolation. I have been criticised for that song 
actually, because I didn’t write an Arthur McBride type 
of lyric.

Was that because some people would have expected 
you to glorify the situation.

Right. I got skewered by a reviewer somewhere in the 
Pacific North West. Portland or Seattle. One of those 
towns up there. He was writing an article on -  it was a 
more general article - of which I formed a part. He was 
writing about the general abdication of the current crop 
of singer/songwriters of the mantle of political rabble



rousing. And writing political songs and being out on 
the front lines as it were, doing a W oody Guthrie/Phil 
Ochs thing. That’s valid and perfectly good criticism. 
He chose me -  I don’t know why he chose me -  
nobody had ever heard of me. He chose me - this was 
around 1993, and I was making $50 a gig -  and he 
chose me as an emblem of everything that was wrong 
with the current crop of singer/songwriters. He focused 
on “The Courier’’ as a cop-out.

Was the song “Are You Happy Now” written during a 
period of personal frustration.

That song was made out of whole cloth. There was 
nothing going on, anything remotely like that, in my life 
when I wrote that song. Quite the contrary. I was 
seeing someone, and we were actually quite happy. 
Maybe there was just something in my personality, at 
the time, and that’s what popped out.

When you write songs, what comes first. Is it the 
melody.

Melodies come to me, like falling off a log. I could sit 
around and come up with melodies all day. When I say 
that I could come up with melodies all day, I don’t 
mean that I could come up with melodies and then put 
words to them. It’s very hard for me, after I’ve got a 
melody, to put words to it. Usually a good song 
happens when the two come together. When the lyric 
occurs to me at the same time as the melodic line. 
There’s a certain sort of melody in the words 
themselves, and a certain sort of lyric in the melody. 
When those things happen together, then it always 
works. It’s something sing-able. The vowels are in the 
right places, the consonants are in the right places. 
The meter of the lyric you are singing is in the right 
place, and it corresponds to the meter of the melody. 
It’s very, very difficult when you have to go back and 
rework the lyric -  which is what is frustrating, because 
I have zillions of melodies. Full chord progressions. 
Bridges. You name it, with no words.

So why not release an instrumental album [Laughs].

Right [Laughs]. I could. That’s true. Or I could just find 
somebody to add lyrics to them.

The second album opens with “A Summer Wind, A 
Cotton Dress.” It’s a great opener and one of my 
favourite songs of all time -  that whole image and 
concept

A lot of people resonate with that song, for various 
reasons. I wrote that song when I got back together 
with the person who is now my wife. I wrote it -  she 
was a little alarmed when I wrote it -  because, if I’m 
with her now and I write that song, she thinks I’m 
pining over someone else in my past. Actually the 
song was written sort of retrospectively. In terms of 
how I felt before we got back together. She, the person

who is now my wife -  Lila -  was the person being 
remembered, who is now the bee in my bonnet.

Apart from describing it as evocative, the song reminds 
me very much of the movie “Summer of ‘42.”

Yeah. I never thought of that, but you’re right, I see 
what you mean.

It’s not a repetition. It’s more a case of enhancing the 
whole thing.

That song is an example of what I was just talking 
about. About a lyric happening at exactly the same 
time as the melody. I got to a certain part of the song -  
I wrote it on a bouzouki -  and boom, “A  Summer Wind, 
A Cotton Dress.” I sang it just as you hear it now. That 
was the easiest song I ever wrote. It took me four 
hours. That song also has one of my best lines in it, 
which is “But the kitchen light seems much too bright, 
For what I find m yself thinking tonight.” I like that one 
very much. That song has the virtue of being simple. 
It’s not particularly dense or opaque. It’s very clear and 
I like that.

Is “Lazy” a personal comment

It’s pretty much true [Laughs], It’s pretty much the way 
it is. I wrote that in France when I was being 
particularly lazy and up to no good, and just hanging 
out being a bum. Somebody leant me a book of bossa 
nova chords when I was in France. A Brazilian friend. I 
started messing around with all these little chords. 
These little major seventh voicings. Things I had never 
played before. When you’re playing chords like that, 
you can’t really write some depressing mining disaster 
dirge, or something like that. You have to write a 
happy, light love song. That’s what I did, because the 
chords call for it.

What about “Fishing.” Had you met the person in the 
song.

Oh no. It was just made up. The only part that’s true in 
there is that I used to go fishing with my father in 
Ontario.

Being a fisherman is a folk music tradition. What about 
Bill Morrissey.

Yeah, but he’s not an INS investigator.

And “Blue Divide.”

That’s one of the songs that I’m most happy with 
musically. Melodically, that song is more adventurous, 
so I’m very happy with that. That’s another song 
written from the point of view of someone who is 
longing after somebody who has disappeared. Or is 
unavailable, or far away. Specifically, my wife. That 
was written from the point of view of somebody on one
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side of an ocean and somebody on the other. Which is 
the situation we were in. I was in New York and she 
was in France. Marconi Beach is on Cape Cod. That’s 
a little reference. “And found Marconi with his radio." It 
was where he broadcast his first transmission to, I 
guess it was, Ireland. There’s a little memorial there. 
My mother lives on Cape Cod and I was visiting her. I 
was on Marconi Beach, and there’s the ocean, and he 
sent it from there because that was the shortest 
distance that was convenient to him. I was standing on 
the beach, looking out across and imagining all that 
stuff.

Did the title come to you very quickly.

I think “Blue Divide” was the first thing in the song. I 
got the title of the song first. Sometimes that happens. 
Then you sort of deduce everything from that. You’re 
standing there on the side of the ocean and there’s 
this huge expanse separating you from someone or 
something. I mean, it’s pretty logical how you get 
across. What means are there -  the radio, telescope, 
balloons, row boats, whatever. It’s a pretty simple 
song, l think. I think there’s a lot of rhymes in there that 
are kind of funny. There’s something almost tongue in 
cheek about the song. It’s almost over the top, but in a 
happy way. “And sitting on the cliff, We shared a 
handkerchief, Above that blue divide. I waved it in the 
hope, That you owned a telescope, That could pierce 
that blue divide.” It’s kind of -  it’s utter hyperbole. It’s 
totally excessive, extravagant language. Waving a 
handkerchief. It’s absurd. I would never do that. It’s a 
magnification basically of a certain kind of emotion. 
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

)u<3M

(continued from page 2)

Garthwaite. The song, never released by Wolf, was written 
two decades ago in memory of the passing of Gil Jerryroll 
Turner. Turner was the first singer to record a Bob Dylan 
tune, and the first writer to have an interview with the 
Hibbing Troubadour published. During the early seventies, 
Turner and George Schroeder, were instrumental in 
persuading Kate to become a working musician. They also 
inspired her to give voice to her muse. For anyone touched 
by the down to earth magic of W olfs canon, “Thinking About 
You” is a homage that has now become, via Garthwaite’s 
interpretation, Kate’s epitaph. Far from being lyrically 
maudlin and sentimental, it is a celebration of life. That was 
always Kate’s way. Compared with other folk oriented 
compilations that have appeared this year, to date, 
“Treasures Left Behind” is streets ahead in terms of 
content, quality and honesty. Available in your local store 
now.

Tim Harrison “Bridges” Northern Breeze [Import]______
The real joy in album reviewing comes when you find that you 
can’t take the darned creation off the deck. You want to play it

for the rest of your life. And just to check that something is 
really happening, you succumb to playing it one more time. In 
any one year, this event may never happen. Sometimes, it’s 
like an avalanche. So here we have Canadian, Tim Harrison. 
A recording artist for two decades his tally, to date, is a 
mere quartet of recordings. His folk credentials are not in 
doubt, since the late and much missed Stan Rogers 
produced Harrison’s 1979 debut “Train Going East,” while 
[a young] Daniel Lanois was the engineer. Performances in 
many of the major venues and at folk festivals on both sides 
of the 47th parallel followed the album's appearance. Later, 
Harrison founded the Summerfolk Music Festival in Owen 
Sound, Ontario and was, subsequently, the artistic director 
of numerous other Canadian open air folk music events. In 
human terms, life sometimes dictates that we burn them. On 
other occasions, we experience the call to [re-]build them. 
Bridges, have a multitude of applications. So here’s the rub 
-  Tim Harrison’s “Bridges” is a nine track tour-de-force of, 
sometimes Celtic flavoured, contemporary folk music. The 
shortest cut lasts over four and a half minutes, while three 
tracks exceed seven minutes duration. Addicted, hardly 
describes my current state of mind. Excluding the traditional 
“Carrickfergus,” Harrison penned the other chunks of 
twenty-four carat gold in this collection. Haunting life 
affirmative anthems, for listeners with a mind to reflect and 
the will to respond, encapsulates the music captured 
stunningly on this little silver ring. All the way, that is, from 
“Not For The Love Of The Money" to “Vital Spark.” Available 
from Second Avenue Songs & Records, 479 Rosewell 
Avenue, Suite 1, Toronto, Ontario M4R 2B6, Canada.

lain Matthews “Excerpts from Swine Lake” Blue Rose
[lmport]/Demon [UK]_________________________________
Following a series of albums cut and produced with his road 
buddy, Mark Hallman, at Congress House studio in Austin, 
Matthews’ co-conspirator for “Excerpts from Swine Lake” 
is Bradley Kopp. Not that there wasn’t an already 
established history, since former Jimmie Dale Gilmore 
sideman, Kopp, has been associated with Iain’s recordings 
for the last decade, either as guitarist or engineer. Apart 
from covering “Trial of the Survivor,” an unmistakable 
Dougie MacLean composition, the remaining original 
material was penned by Matthews. That includes “Even If It 
Kills Me” co-written with fellow Stateside based Brit, Clive 
Gregson. With Matthews you can always guarantee great 
harmonies [whither the second Hamilton Pool album ?], 
thoughtful lyrics and song with melodies. This release is a 
case of “a change being as good as a rest. ” Available in the 
UK via Demon Records.

Hal Ketchum “I Saw The Light” Curb/Hit Label___________
Once upon a time this man held a planet of possibilities 
within his grasp. Remember the honesty and realism of “The 
Belgian Team” and the wistful feel of “Someplace Far 
Away” ? Songs he wrote by himself, pre Glitzville, 
Tennessee. With each succeeding release, I pray and I 
hope. Almost a decade on, those exaltations remain 
unfulfilled. The reality here, is a blender-full of pap. Mostly
middle of the road co-writes and covers...... and when he
does pen one on his own [there’s two], his eye appears to 
be on the bank balance rather than on the art. Don’t even 
think about throwing in the life-belt, he’s been blinded by the 
light [and an old Rod Tungsten tune]. In your local store 
now.
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Cheri Knight “The Northeast Kingdom” E Squared
[Import]________________________________
From Steve Earle’s Celtic sounding harmonium on the 
traditionally styled opener, “Dar Glasgow,” through to a 
reprise of “Black Eyed Susie,” there’s a seductive polish 
about the production of this recording which masks the fact 
that there ain’t much lyrical meat on the bones of Knight’s 
eleven songs. Knight has gained miles and miles of 
praiseworthy [major league] press of late. Oh well, 
personally, I remain to be convinced that Cheri’s got any 
staying power. This time next year, Cheri Knight could be 
as famous as Merril Bainbridge. Available from Village 
Records, 12156 West 63rd Street, Shawnee, Kansas 
66216, U.S.A. E-Mail: musicvil @ gvi.net

Various Artists “E-Town Live” no label : no index no.
[Import]________ ___________________________________
E stands for a multitude of things. Earth. Environment. 
Ecology. Energy [aka E-lec-tri-city]. Some guy even came 
up with the theory that E = me2. Stateside, E-Town is a 
syndicated, weekly radio show that fuses music with 
intercourse. Verbal intercourse, that is. Obviously this 
recording focuses on the former style of human 
communication. Among the fifteen, featured players are 
James Taylor, Lyle Lovett, Richard Thompson, Steve Earle 
and Bruce Hornsby. Like the Mountain Stage series of 
releases, E-Town could become [equally] addictive. 
Available from Village Records.

Michael Fracasso “World (in a Drop of Water)” Bohemia
Beat [Import]_______________________________________
So you thought “Love & Trust” [1993] and “When I Lived 
in the Wild” [1995] were pretty darned astounding. Once 
you’ve heard “World (in a Drop of Water)” then you’ll 
conclude that Fracasso has topped them both. His writing 
possesses a folk/pop sensibility that is instantly addictive,
attractive...... and memorable. Countless fragments, in
word and melody, cross reference this work to the best of 
American and British pop of the last four decades; yet 
Fracasso is no copyist, since he adds his own special
ingredient...... a nineties perspective. Quite simply, the
contents of this album constitute a homogeneous mass of 
perfection. Producer Charlie Sexton has designed the 
sound on each track, with the hand of a master craftsman. 
Aided by some of Austin’s best studio pickers, Sexton 
personally employs nearly a dozen and a half instruments. 
Here’s to the eleven reasons why this album is a contender 
for my 1998 “Best of....” list. Available from Village 
Records.

Alejandro Escovedo “More Miles Than Money: Live
1994-96” Bloodshot Records [Import]__________________
Another year, another label. This time around, it’s an 
eleven track, sixty-six minute set cut in American and 
European venues during 1994 to 1996. The covers include 
The Glimmer Twins “Sway,” “ l Wanna Be Your Dog” from 
Iggy Pop’s catalogue and Lou Reed’s “Street Hassle.” 
Escovedo’s nine songs [track 11 is a two song, twelve 
minute long segue] source from his three solo albums, so 
there’s no new material from the great man. Nonetheless, 
it’s great to have versions of these already familiar songs in 
a live setting. Available from Village Records.

The Woodys “The Woodys” Rounder Records [Import]

In the duo stakes we’ve already got Buddy and Julie Miller. 
And let’s not forget Pete and Maura Kennedy. Now there’s 
Michael and Dyann Woody. Produced by Brian Ahern 
[responsible for Emmylou’s early career releases and 
successes], of the dozen tracks nine are originals co
written by Michael. The covers source from the 
[aforementioned] Millers, Gretchen Peters and one of the 
original duos Bryants [Felice n’ Boudleaux], Woody’s nine 
co-writers include Steve Earle, Chris Hillman and Fred 
Koller. Great sound, neat voices, tuneful melodies and yet 
another indication that Rounder is now releasing 
contemporary country material. Which brings us to the 
punchline - ultimately, it’s a case of heard to many albums 
like this before. You just don’t expect independent labels to 
follow the herd and produce superstore wallpaper. And as I 
put the finishing touches to this review, the Stateside news 
is that the album currently tops the Gavin Americana list.
Oh well !!!................. stand your ground boy. Available in
the UK via Topic/Direct Distribution.

Maria Sangiolo “Blue Earth” Signature Sounds [Import] 
Endlessly searching for the fresh and fulfilling, if less than 
half the material on the album is self composed, you’ve got 
to be somewhere in the Judy Collins vocal league before 
you’ll get my attention. Which brings us to Sangiolo’s third 
solo effort. In the covers league, the lady has selected 
carefully and wisely. There’s the obscure Guy ClarkA/ince 
Gill song “Jenny Dreamed of Trains” [Mary Chapin 
Carpenter cut the only other {known} version on the 1992 
Disney compilation “Country Music for Kids”], Susan 
Graham White’s memorable “Anchor” and the attention 
grabbing, upbeat Steve Seskin/Allen Shamblin 
collaboration “Something Real.” As for personal originality, 
the ebb, flow and power of her voice on “Singing Beach” is 
stunning to hear, while Brooks Williams’ slide guitar fills fit 
like a glove. The title track and the closer “All We Need” are 
economic word-wise, yet deliver their heartfelt message
with style. Guess it’s a case of - yes, yes, yes.....................
Available from Village Records.

Chip Taylor “Seven Days in May...... a love story” Train
Wreck Records [Import]______________________________
On his Spring 1998 UK tour, Taylor previewed some of the 
songs from this set. Based on that appetizing introduction,
anticipation was initiated. And so we begin...... the year is
1996. The date, Thursday May 9th. The opening scene is 
set at The Pravda Bar in Soho, New York where the two, 
principal characters meet. The protagonists -  Taylor, and a 
five-month pregnant French woman, Florence, who “spoke 
little English and was due to return to her native land one 
week later.” That Florence was nearly half Taylor’s age 
[55], is one issue. There’s also the thought that the concept 
is Mills & Boon fodder. Without truly resolving the first of 
those points, this product is best approached as a cycle of 
songs, covering the events that followed the launching of 
Cupids arrow. Guy Clark and Lucinda Williams duet, 
respectively, on one and two cuts, while accompanied by 
Rodney Crowell and Rick Danko they also supply backing 
vocals. It’s worth remembering that this guy is a pedigree 
proven, hit songwriter and on the fourteen tracks [the norm 
these days is for a hidden track, and shucks there’s one 
here], there are some genuinely memorable creations. 
“Through Their Mother’s Eyes” [Lucinda Williams resigned 
duet vocal contribution is stunning], “I Will Be Standing 
Again” and “All My Days” are but a few of the tatter.
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Nothing, however, lasts forever....but this work should, as it 
is truly heartfelt and dedicated to centuries of broken 
hearts, all this planet’s lost possibilities and might have
beens. Coming soon...... “Seven Days in May.......a love
story”...... the novel. Available in the UK via Topic/Direct
Distribution.

Luka Bloom “Salty Heaven” Sony Music [Import]
This broth of a boy, full of attitude, resurfaces from the 
“auld sod” [aka his native turf\ half a decade older. So far, 
this collection is a domestic only release from the Irish 
branch of the Sony Music empire. Considering what Peter 
Van Hooke did for Nanci Griffith’s “Late Night Grande 
Hotel,” “Salty Heaven” was approached with some 
trepidation. All bar one of this set of originals first saw the 
light of day in the town of Birr, Offaly during 1995, while 
they were captured for posterity in England. Bloom’s 
unique loose string, strummed guitar sound remains intact, 
while the instrumental support furnished by Hooke and Co. 
has allowed the material to live and breathe. “The Holy 
Ground” is probably the most [abjused term in Irish 
literature and music; here, it is redefined according to 
Bloom. Never reticent in espousing a cause, the watery 
inspiration for “Rainbow Warrior” is obvious. The song that 
follows, “Water Ballerina,” is the aforementioned late 
addition, and sadly, comes off as a little too precious and 
fey. That apart, the remaining contents are typically 
thoughtful Luka Bloom fare. Available from Glitterhouse.

David Munyon “Down to the Wire” Glitterhouse [Import] 
This recording is another in the ongoing series of 
Glitterhouse limited edition, 1000 copy pressings. Munyon 
presents his eleven compositions using only acoustic guitar 
and voice. There’s tales about a travelling preacher and his 
hymn singing wife, a couple who meet on the road [ala 
Kerouac], the adventures of a saddle [as a sheriff’s posse 
hunts down a bunch of bandits], a Civil War era valentine 
card with a golden ring attached, and times of hardship. As 
always, Munyon the storyteller delivers. Available via 
Glitterhouse.

Carrie Newcomer “My True Name” Philo [|lmport]._______
With the appearance of each new episode -  this is number 
five -  Carrie drifts a little further away from her acoustic folk 
foundation. On this set, the mix features some soft rock 
[with, on occasions, a pretty darned hard backbeat], a little 
wedge of gospel, a hint of cajun and so much more. With 
song lyrics drawn from and inspired by [recent] events in 
her life, the result constitutes personal glimpses from her 
diary. The most stripped down production here is the title 
cut, with only Slats Klug’s piano supporting Carrie’s vocal. 
Subjectively, that true name is truly, woman. In 1997 Carrie 
debuted a few of the songs here, when she supported 
Alison Krauss on her UK wide sojourn. I particularly recall 
the extremely hummable “The Moon Over Tucson” being a 
highlight of that set. Newcomer’s 1996 album “My Father’s 
Only Son,” included a couple of writing collaborations - a 
first for her. If you’re looking for logical partnerships, and 
considering Carrie’s Quaker beliefs, it’s rather appropriate 
that her one co-write here -  “Something Worth Fighting 
For” -  is with Pierce Pettis. Another great piece joins the 
puzzle, revealing more of this, as yet incomplete, human 
story. Available in the UK via Topic/Direct Distribution.

Mary McCaslin “Way Out West” Philo [Import].__________
One single for Capitol [1968] and an album for Barnaby 
[1969], preceded Mary’s first Philo album. A quarter of a 
century ago, it introduced McCaslin the songwriter -  her 
earlier recordings had only featured the work of other 
writers. Her lyrics on “Way Out West” constituted another 
introduction -  that of McCaslin’s personal vision of the 
legendary Wild West. A subject she would repeatedly 
return to in subsequent recordings. “Young Westley,” 
“Ballad of a Wanted Man” and “The San Bernardino Waltz” 
are prime examples of the genre on this set. Although Mary 
was now exposing her own original material to public 
scrutiny, she continued to cut favourite songs by other 
composers. Hits by The Beatles and the Tamla Motown 
stable of acts, always came near to the top of her tree. In 
this instance, the cover writers include Randy Newman and 
Gilbert Becaud. A timely and appropriate reissue. Available 
in the UK via Topic/Direct Distribution.

Ramblin’ Jack Elliott “Friends of Mine” Hightone [Import], 
Check out the album title and you’ll soon figure what this 
duet album is all about. Many of the thirteen contributions 
[the liner only lists twelve], have been penned by the giants 
of the songwriting trade. Count Guthrie, Ely, Waits and 
Townes Van Zandt among that college. Sadly, Jack and 
Peter Rowan’s rendition of “Me and Billy the Kid” lacks the 
vocal bite that the song requires. The other guests include 
Arlo -  son of Woody, Rosalie Sorrels, Tom Waits, the other 
Roy Rogers, Nanci Griffith, John Prine, and on two cuts - 
Jerry Jeff Walker, Dead guitar picker Bob Wier, Guy Clark 
and Emmylou Harris. And there lies the rub. Too many 
stars, too many lack-lustre renditions. Then again, Jack’s 
claim to fame didn’t originate for him being known as the 
world’s greatest vocalist. Available in your local store now.

Salamander Crossing “Bottleneck Dreams” Signature
Sounds [Import]____________________________________
Though they come flying in on the opening ‘What Kind of 
Person” with the usual frenetic bluegrass sounds, this New 
England quartet [one gal, three guys] thankfully tie their 
colours to more than one mast. To help define where they 
stand musically, it’s worth mentioning that helping out on 
this, their third, album are Tim O’Brien [mandolin] and from 
The Band, Richard Bell [B-3, accordion]. The result, 
bluegrass with roots attitude. Four quartet originals, 
including one instrumental plus an Alfred Lord Tennyson 
poem set to music by Rani Arbo [the female Salamander 
quotient], are here teamed with eight covers and one 
traditional tune [the latter, being undiluted bluegrass]. 
Arbo’s “Something Above” is a slow waltz paced 
heartbreaker featuring her appealing husky voice, while the 
aforementioned covers include “Five Days in May” from 
Canada’s hard rocking Blue Rodeo, and Greg Trooper’s 
“Light in the Window.” Available from Village Records.

Alison Brown Quartet “Out of the Blue” Compass [Import]. 
Any gal with the balls to call her song publishing company 
Brown Knows Music, who cuts a jazz tinged instrumental 
album in Gnashville, Tennessee gets my vote - every time. 
Then this former investment banker gets one of the local 
new guys on the block to release it -  Nashville’s Compass 
Records. Of course it helps when you co-own the label. As 
for the contents, being as far from a jazz aficionado as it is 
possible to get, they’re damned tasteful and tasty. The
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languid, laid back feel to many of the tracks, reminded me 
in parts of that three-decade old favourite “Brazilian 
Byrd,” while Brown’s use of the normally sharp sounding 
banjo is unique. Supported by piano, stand-up bass and 
drums/percussion, in addition, Brown knows how to wield 
pretty mean acoustic and electric axes. Musically the term, 
pours down like honey repeatedly comes to mind. Perfect 
late night listening, and a truly great find that literally came 
right out of the blue.........Available in your local store now.

Various Artists “Binky Records Sampler” [Import]_______
The North West has produced some of the finest roots 
songwriters and groups over the last half decade. The 
“Binky Records Sampler” from this Baton Rouge based 
label, constitutes a nineteen track blast from the South 
Eastern states, by musicians working in the same musical 
area. The fare on offer sources from Louisiana, Oklahoma 
and a smidgen of Florida. Tom Skinner opens the disc with 
“Years in the Makin’”, featuring vocals by Jimmy LaFave. 
Once upon a time, Skinner was in a band called Santa Fe 
with some superstar called Girth Brooks. Three other 
Skinner selections, one from the aggregation Parker- 
Morris-Skinner, and two apiece from Bob Childers and 
Greg Jacobs constitute the remainder of the Red Dirt state 
[Oklahoma] selections. Louisiana artists featured include 
Mike West [4 songs], Two Tone Malone [2 songs], and one 
song each from Myshkin [Mike West and his wife] and 
Kevin Civello, while the Florida male/female duo Tory 
Voodoo supply the closing pair of tunes. At times 
approaching superb, the product from this label warrants 
genuine investigation in depth. Available from Village 
Records.

Julie Gold “Dream Loud” Gadfly Records [Import] ______
By Gold’s own admission, in the liner notes, these recordings 
are demo quality. Basically, it’s a mix of piano and voice with 
occasional embellishments. Guitar, drums, harmony vocals, 
synthetic strings et all. Now over a decade old, “From A 
Distance,“ has been her passport to fame [and fortune] as 
well as her albatross. None of the Gold compositions that are 
featured here, there are eleven, match the universality or 
[maudlin] sentiment of the aforementioned work. Frankly, her 
material possesses an easy listening quality that smarts of 
Midler, Streisand and Broadway, while her voice lacks range. 
Available from Gadfly Records, P.O. Box 5231, Burlington, 
Vermont 05402, U.S.A.

Kate Campbell “Visions of Plenty” Demon Records______
Blessed by countless press laurels for her first pair of 
albums, “Songs from The Levee” and “Moonpie 
Dreams,” and with a number of UK public appearances 
already under her belt, the question arises -  Will this album 
see Kate Campbell’s career rocket skyward in terms of 
mass public acceptance and awareness ? Supported, as 
always, by long time writing partners Johnny Pierce and 
her husband Ira, that trio provides six of the eleven tracks 
on this collection. On the remaining handful of songs, Kate 
has collaborated with 1992 Kerrville New Folk contest 
winner Tricia Walker, Kevin Gordon, the intriguingly named 
Kenya Slaughter Walker and Mark Narmore. As for the 
lyrics, there’s a return to already familiar subjects from 
Campbell’s childhood such as, civil rights and bussing 
[“Crazy In Alabama” and “Bus 109”]. In “Bowl-A-Rama” a 
local ten pin hero almost makes the big time with the PBA,

while the humour in “Jesus And Tomatoes” surrounds a 
miraculously large crop of the red fruit. Attaining a degree 
of fame after they are featured on the evening news, 
masses of visitors came from afar to view the tomatoes, 
which are eventually captured for posterity on 
commemorative T-shirts. Tongue in cheek, Campbell adds 
a touch of modern day hi-tech to the whole affair, with the 
revelation that the tomatoes even have their own web site. 
Kate’s reveals a common sense attitude toward the clothes 
she wears in “Suit Yourself.” An anti-C/of/?es Show anthem, 
if I ever heard one. Fearlessly, “Sing Me Out” and “Funeral 
Food” visit that taboo subject, death. Pride of place, 
however, goes to the opening, album title cut and Tricia 
Walker collaboration. “Visions of Plenty,” is stamped by a 
distinctive harmony vocal from Emmylou Harris [she also 
turns up on “Crazy In Alabama”], as the narrator tells of her 
increasingly elusive dream to own a piece of land. The 
answer to the conundrum I posed at the end of the opening 
paragraph is in your hands and pocket. Hesitation can be 
construed as a crime. Available in your local store now.

Bill Staines “The First Million Miles, Volume II” Rounder
[Import]___________________________________________
On countless occasions, Nanci Griffith has publicly credited 
Bill Staines as the inspiration in terms of her performing 
and touring beyond the borders of her beloved [native] 
Texas. As Staines contends in the sleeve notes of this set, 
“I am still on the road. It is, as it is with so many musicians, 
writers, and heartfelt vagabonds, all I know.” Track three, 
“Sunny South,” from his 1988 Philo release “Redbird’s 
Wing” is a musical extrapolation of the helpless, relentless 
and restless nature of those words. Apart from 1997 
version of the traditional “Sweet Sunny South,” the 
nineteen tracks featured in this retrospective are culled 
from a quartet of Staines’ releases, dating from 1981 
onward. The featured albums being, “Rodeo Rose” 
[1981], “Sandstone Cathedrals” and “Wild, Wild Heart” 
[1983] and, of course, “Redbird’s Wing” [1988]. Staines is 
a, down to earth, twentieth century troubadour whose 
compositions, eighteen of which are featured here, capture 
the landscapes he has observed and the people he 
interacted with on that road. This man’s work possesses a 
gentle simplicity and spirituality, which is nothing if not 
winning. Available in the UK via Topic/Direct Distribution.

Kate McDonnell “Next” Waterbug_____________________
Once you’ve released at least one album, the application of 
pure logic suggests that you should call the follow up 
“Next.” Eventually, someone had to and Kate has 
employed that appellation. The evidence here suggests 
that the tuneful folk foundation McDonnell currently works 
from, was born of a youth that enjoyed regular injections, 
as well as the inflections, of real pop music. That is those 
long gone, golden decades when pop tunes possessed a 
melody. Kate’s lead and dubbed supporting harmony vocal 
on the thirteen self-produced cuts that compose “Next,” 
furnish an abundance of examples of putting those 
influences into practice. Using Martin and Taylor guitars, 
Kate’s skill with the six stringed beast can best be 
encapsulated by the word, awesome. The loose stringed 
sound that accompanies the upbeat melody of “Tangerine 
Shirt” is adequate proof of that assessment. As for a sense 
of humour, McDonnell’s rises to the surface in her ode to 
the joys of home maintenance, “Don’t Fix My Faucet." 
“Enola Gay” recalls an unfortunately named school bully,
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while drawing references to the events in Hiroshima of 
August 6th 1945. In the liner notes, Kate confirms that the 
foregoing trio of compositions [and others in this collection] 
are autobiographical by inspiration and content. Five years 
young, Waterbug has proved to be one of America’s most 
consistent independent labels in terms of the quality of its 
releases. McDonnell’s album is another fine addition to a 
catalogue that is truly one America’s best kept, folk music 
secrets. For how much longer, is the question. Available in 
the UK from Waterbug UK, 2 Woodhouse, Shilbottle, 
Northumberland NE66 2HR.

Laurie Lewis “Seeing Things” Rounder [Import]_________
Scan the liner for details of the pickers and strummers who 
support Laurie Lewis on this, her seventh, album [of new 
recordings] and you’ll uncover a Who’s Who of West 
Coast/California Bay Area bluegrass [and beyond] 
musicians. Lewis and Kathy Kallick (vocals), a solo artist in 
her own right, once formed the backbone of Good ‘Ol 
Persons. Tom Rozum (mandolin) and Todd Phillips (stand- 
up bass) are stalwarts of Laurie’s regular road and 
occasional recording ensemble, The Grant Street Band. 
Hailing from the David Grisman Quintet are, Darol Anger 
(violin) and Mike Marshall (guitar). As for guitar pickers of 
the female variety, there’s Nina Gerber and Sally Van 
Meter. For many years, Gerber was the regular travelling 
companion of the late great Kate Wolf, while the 
International Bluegrass Musicians Association has in the 
past voted Van Meter, Dobro Player of the Year. Rounding 
off this aggregation, on harmony vocals, is that superstar o f 
women’s music, Cris Williamson. Self produced, “Seeing 
Things” features eight Lewis originals, teamed with one 
cover each penned by Mark Simos and Tom Russell plus the 
traditional “The Blackest Crow.” Supporting Lewis’s vocal on 
the latter tale of parting and unrequited love, which closes the 
album, is what the press release describes as a forest of 
fiddles. Perpetrator of this haunting Phil Spectorish wall of 
sound is the multi-talented, Darol Anger. Not that proof is 
necessary, but his 1997 Six Degrees/lsland album “Heritage 
-  New Interpretations of American Roots Music” was a 
concept stunningly executed. The achingly beautiful jewel in 
this set is Lewis’s ballad “Angel On His Shoulder,” wherein 
the victim of a horrendous road accident recalls that survival 
was the result of heavenly intervention. Elsewhere on this 
well balanced collection, Lewis whips up a bluegrass storm in 
the opening “Blue Days,” “Sleepless Nights” and displays 
impish humour in the lyric to “Kiss Me Before I Die.” Available 
in the UK via Topic/Direct Distribution.

Various Artists “Family Album” Gadfly Records [Import] 
According to the press release, a portion of the proceeds 
from the sale of this release is being donated to several 
child advocacy organisations around the U.S. -  which 
agencies, and precisely how much per disc, it doesn’t say. 
What I’ve got to say about the Gadfly label and it’s past 
release policy, isn’t really for this review. Suffice to say, 
Kate Wolfs “Breezes” ! Check the title of this collection and 
the theme of this dozen cut compilation becomes obvious. 
Seven of these, subjectively, family oriented songs are 
drawn from the current Gadfly catalogue. Of the remaining
selections...... David Massengill’s, “Rider On An Orphan
Train,” is a previously unreleased live recording drawn from 
the 1993 Greenwich Folk Festival. The Gadfly label has 
released three discs to date from this, formerly, Rod 
MacDonald organised festival. Adie Gray’s “Grandpa’s

Advice” comes from her 1995 Hey Baby Records set of the 
same name. Loudon Wainwright’s “The Picture,” hails from 
his early nineties “History” album, while the Madison, 
Wisconsin based duo, Peter and Lou Berryman, pitch in 
with the quirky “Orange Cocoa Cake" from their 1995 self 
release “Don’t Get Killed.” “Trouble Never Looked So 
Good,” a country pop tune from Gerry Devine, is previously 
unreleased. Songs about loss, child abuse and tearful 
parting, merge with others that paint portraits of fantasy, 
reunion, love and affection. Most precious of all, some are 
the genuine recollections of memory. Considering the 
subjectively broad spectrum covered, it’s appropriate that 
the closing track, “Grandma’s White LeBaron,” from that 
too long silent, song scribe, Chip Taylor, is tinged with 
sadness but well leavened with irreverent humour. What’s 
more, it’s an affectionate and genuine recollection. 
Available from Gadfly Records.

Dennis Warner “A Perfect Morning” Rockhouse
Productions [Import]_________________________________
Dennis Warner was born, raised and still resides in 
Minnesota. His fourth album opens with the quarter of a 
century old Eric [Justin] Kaz song, “Mother Earth (Provides 
For Me)” and features eight of Warner’s own songs, 
including the dosing cut “In The Whole Wide World” co
penned with Lisa Aschmann. The album also includes a 
cover of one of Dave Mallett’s best know [and probably 
most covered] tunes, “Garden Song (Inch By Inch),” plus 
the gospel tinged “Shine On” from the pen of the too long 
silent, Gene Cotton. Warner’s musical territory is located on 
that invisible live where country becomes folk -  in other 
words, a blood brother of the late, John Denver. That 
folk/country comparison brings us neatly and subjectively to 
“Wish I Had A Nickel,” the song in which he demolishes all 
the sound groundwork established by the other cuts. 
According to Warner, the song greatly affects his audience 
when he performs it in concert. Lyrically, the narrator 
recalls Ns dead wife [who he assumes has gone to 
heaven], while his young kids write her a letter, ask him to 
post it, and even ask when they’re gonna see their momma 
again. Please ! I thought songs like this died with the
sixties..........  Available from Main Trail Productions, P.O.
Box 365, Clearwater, MN 55320, U.S.A.

Various Artists “The Folk Song Collection -  From the
Heart of Studio A” [Red House]______________________
There are few shows that have survived and prospered for 
twenty-eight years. Here in the UK, there’s the constantly 
unfolding News, and we can hardly forget Patrick Moore’s 
seemingly eternal “The Sky at Night.” The firmament that 
we’re discussing here is, “FolkScene,” the Roz and 
Howard Larman radio show that has long been a staple of 
station KPFK’s schedule, in Los Angeles. Here, their vision 
of the folk genre, is drawn from mostly North American 
performers, with marginal input by Anglo and Celtic artists. 
The closing tracks on this thirteen cut selection come from 
Richard Thompson and Mary Black, while earlier in the set 
Maura O’Connell warbles on “Hit the Ground Running.” The 
music of the native born contributors crosses many 
borders, musically and physically, featuring along the way 
Dave Alvin, Iris DeMent, Dar Williams, Bruce Cockbum 
plus the sisters McGarrigle [the Canuck connection] and 
finally, that San Antonio [bred] TexMex rose, Tish Hinojosa. 
The contributions here, lean rather heavily on 
contemporary performers. That appears to be a somewhat



blinkered view, particularly in the light of the recent 2CD 
Pete Seeger tribute, from an associate label. In your local 
store now.

Joe Ely “Twistin' in the Wind” MCA__________________
Twenty one years on and Joe’s still rockin’ as robustly as 
ever. Forever young, or what ! The 12” square cardboard 
sleeve that housed his self-titled debut, introduced me to 
the words, melodies and world of that Lubbock bred 
musical Mafia -  Hancock, Gilmore and Ely. It was the dawn 
of an epoch, and, even now, thankfully, the saga has no 
apparent end. Joe’s songwriting buddies on this twelve 
song set, boil down to the multi-talented Jo Carol Pierce 
and T.J. Nabors on the “Queen of Heaven,” plus two 
generations of Rhodes [country girt Kimmie and her son 
Gabe] on the challenging “If I Could Teach My Chihuahua 
to Sing.” There’s a degree of levity and humour in the title 
of the latter tune and, for instance, the homecoming that is, 
“Sister Soak the Beans.” Lyrically, Ely’s songs still burn 
with as much intensity as the aforementioned 1977 debut. 
“Behind The Bamboo Shade” from Ely’s decade old Demon 
disc “Dig All Night” resurfaces here. Teye, the Dutch born 
guitarist who debuted on “Letter to Laredo” remains 
within the fold. His flamenco guitar is prominently featured 
on the western style showdown portrayed on the opening 
cut, “Up On the Ridge.” Self produced and recorded in the 
comfort of his own home, with telling support by sidemen 
drawn from era’s ancient and current, this addition merely 
enhances the legend....... Available in your local store now.

Richard Dobson “Salty Songs” Brambus [Import]________
That Don Ricardo is once more a Texas Gulf Coast 
resident [well, when he’s not hangin’ out in the land that 
originated the yodel, that is], probably hints at the source of 
the title of this set. Of course, his song publishing company 
has long borne that title, but the five codas and fourteen 
songs [some previously recorded] included on this 
collection are a tribute to rediscovery...of the coast and 
those old songs, as much as the here and now and 
Ricardo’s new songs. As for memory, two decades ago, 
Dobson cut part of his debut album “In Texas Last 
December” in the same room. In those days it was 
Rampart Recording Studio, while nowadays it’s Rock 
Romano’s Red Shack. A little more introspective lyrically 
[these days], this is a Dobson vintage certified....two years 
to the millenium.

Wyckham Porteous “in this world” Ragged Pup Records
[Import]___________________________________________
“It could just as easily happen to you. When it happens to 
me, chances are, I’ll write a song about it.” That’s the 
philosophy. For events in Porteous’ life, absolute and 
specific, check out the punk driven, sonic attack of “Radio 
London.” All about touring in Holland, visiting a pirate radio 
on the high seas, hash sweet as money, war veterans, 
graveyards and canals. “Jimmy LaFave Goes to Hibbing, 
Minnesota” [the real life Austin picker, bar none, and one of 
this planet’s many disciples of Dylan, undertakes a fruitful 
pilgrimage]. Recollections of a two decade old, and still 
abiding, love are underscored by a fuzzy distorted slide 
guitar in the heartfelt eulogy “Razor Thin." Immigrant 
“Jimmy O’Niel” recalls his native southern Ireland 
beginnings -  another lifestyle, another time, maybe another 
person. The initial image presented on this collection, by

this consummate poet and picker, is of “a black crow on a 
steeple top,” while the melody and lyric that accompanies 
it, the title track, is a jangly guitar led reminiscence about 
uncertainty...or rather, imagined uncertainty. If your life 
choice is to feast on thoughtful aggregations of words, then 
here’s a vigorous twelve-course banquet. Aural brain food
for the coming months and more........ Frankly, Porteous is
incapable of producing an album of mediocre material, and 
“in this world” is further proof of that long held, 
contention. Available from Ragged Pup Records, 3717 
Harriet Road, Victoria, British Columbia, Canada V8Z 
3T3.

Luann Kowalek “Late Night Heroes” Ragged Pup
Records [Import]____________________________________
From the east coast all the way to the west, things are 
happening musically. Once upon a time, aspiring musicians 
had to cross the 47th parallel to guarantee a chance of 
being heard [for instance - Joni Mitchell, Neil Young and 
Robbie Robertson]. These days, things are very, very 
different -  you can stay home and reach out to the 
marketplace. Luann’s follow up to her debut disc “Grace” 
finds her self-penned material mining material that fuses 
pop [the jaunty and jangly opener “Friends” and the 
bouncy, semi-reggae closing cut “Little Things], with 
occasional folk flavorings [over a quarter of a century on, 
another Canadian gal waltzes with the color “Blue”], as well 
as country inflections [the broken hearted, parting of "Small 
Town, Big Town Blues”]. Although this mostly laid offering 
won’t propel her into the major league, there’s sufficient 
evidence here that perseverance pays, and that for
Kowalek.....there is a time and place. Available from
Ragged Pup Records.

Bill Bourne “Sally's Dream” Ragged Pup Records [Import] 
In Canadian folklore, Bourne and MacLeod are legends. 
The eleven selections on “Sally’s Dream” include 
Bourne’s interpretation of Mississippi John Hurt’s lyrically 
mournful “Louis Collins,” a reprise of “Dance and 
Celebrate” from his duo days and nine brand spanking new 
blues accented tunes. A man, his voice, guitar, harmonica, 
fiddle and what the liner credits as his stomp ! 
Hallelujah......Available from Ragged Pup Records.

Sara Hickman “Two Kinds of Laughter” Shanachie
[Import]___________________________________________
The twenty tracks that constituted “Misfits,” last year’s 
Shanachie imprint debut from Hickman, was precisely as
stated in the sub-title......a collection of odds and ends -
aka breathing space; except that it featured a number of 
co-written songs from Hickman. Once upon a time, such 
collaborations were a rarity. With “Two Kinds of 
Laughter” Sara is back in the arena and ploughing, poppy 
n’ peppy pop on cuts like “Take Whatever I Can Get “ and 
“I Wear the Crown.” Equally capable of wrestling with the 
introspective, “Coolness by Mistake" is a tribute to the 
discovery of [true] love, while this set closes with a cover of 
Amy Tiven’s “Let Go.” Never one to settle for just one 
rhythm and groove, Hickman is one of the infinite facets of, 
that much maligned and regularly misunderstood concept, 
Texas music. Available in the UK via Topic/Direct 
Distribution.

Stacey Earle “Simple Gearle” Gearle Records [Import]
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OK, from the get go...this is the debut recording from Steve 
Earle’s little sis. Co-produced by Stacey and her band, The 
Jewels, a dozen of the tunes are self-composed, while 
“Losers Weep” was co-written with Jack Earle [her dad] 
and Kathleen Haskard. Steve Earle pitches in a harmony 
vocal on the latter cut. With a voice that’s occasionally 
reminiscent of a young Emmylou, I’ve also heard Gillian 
Welch’s name [and of course, her accomplice David 
Rawlings] used as a reference point in terms of that rural, 
backroad Americana feel to Stacey’s writing. Maybe we 
need to drop back a couple of more decades and slip in the 
name of the pioneer, Mary McCaslin [here, Earle’s 
“Weekend Runaways” comes so close in all areas, it’s truly 
spooky]. There’s a low key simplicity to this recording, 
which only enhances its appeal. The litmus test comes
when you try to recall any of the tunes.....and the thing is,
you can’t fail to. Rhythmically “Wedding Night” possesses 
that swampy feel of Bobbie Gentry’s “Ode to Billy Joe,” but 
Stacey Earle is no copyist, as the lyric portrays the 
anticipation of the girl about to become a woman. Her 
vocals throughout this collection are a marriage of 
innocence and the all knowing. The title cut, featuring an 
autobiographical lyric penned for husband Mark Stuart, is 
about as close as Earle gets to a pop tune. Mark this one
down as the consummate creation of...... a worldly wise
woman. Available from Gearle Records, P.O. Box 739, 
Ashland City, Tennessee 37105, U.S.A.

Four Bitchin’ Babes “Out of the Mouths of Babes..........
Gabby Road” Shanachie [Import]_____________________
For the title of this, their fourth set, you need to give 
witness to the occupants of a pelican crossing [on the front 
liner shot] to fully appreciate the joke. What’s more, the 
occupants are all firmly in contact with various places in the 
universe [or with each other ?], since each Babe is armed 
with that hazard of modem technology [and ones bank 
balance] -  a mobile talk-box. And here’s a few more clues 
-  they’re all toting that other gender essential, a shopping 
bag; but none of the quartet has bare feet or answers to the 
name “Paul ?” With this recording, the Babes return to the 
scene of their 1993 Philo debut and thirteen track crime - 
A.K.A. one of America’s premier listening rooms - The 
Birchmere, Alexandria, Va. For this repeat visit, they should 
have considered naming themselves -  Four Mere Birchin’ 
Babes. As for the ever fluid, team line-up, founder Christine 
Lavin has departed to be replaced by Camille West. Any 
fear that the world o f the whacky had deserted the girls, is 
dismissed with the whirlwind opener “Dyslexic” from virgin- 
babe, Camille. Tish may happen, but jeez this is fun tish
! .... wah do, diddy diddy wah do. As for tubes, vet-babe
Megon McDonough’s are among the best and hell does 
she give great vent with the amusing “Zensong,” Willie’s 
“Crazy,” while her [autobiographical ?] song “My Father” is 
a tender recollection and prayer. Serious, and seriously 
zippy, Sally Fingerett registers [as usual] at both ends of 
the scale. There’s the childhood innocence of “When I 
Wake Up From This Night,” while “Breakfast Dishes” is a 
lesson in home economics and good manners. All that can 
be said of Debi Smith’s “Intertwined” is, oh how it 
soars...and my how it aches...Long may they amuse and 
entertain. “L.A.F.F.” [read it phonetically], I almost 
asphyxiated. Available in the UK via Topic/Direct 
Distribution.

Jack Hardy “The Collected Works of Jack Hardy -  Part I 
: Volumes 1-5 : 1965-83“  “The Collected Works of Jack 
Hardy -  Part II : Volumes 6-10 : 1984-95” Prime CD
[Import] _____________________________________
It’s been a long time cornin’ but I guess Jack is well aware 
of that fact. First up is “Early and Rare,” which includes 
seven of the eleven tracks from Hardy’s 1971 debut, self 
titled set. Here, it is teamed with nine previously unreleased 
studio recordings circa 1973/74, three undated backstage 
recordings from the Aspen Music Festival, and closes with 
a 1965 home recording. Although the original version of 
“Backyard in Kansas” has been omitted, Jack’s song is 
included among the 1973 studio [re-]recordings. If the 
intention of this anthology was to capture the whole, 
unexpurgated Jack Hardy [1965 - 95], then excepting his 
legion of Fast Folk contributions [around twenty tracks], the 
three songs omitted from “Jack Hardy” and “Houston 
Street” from the Brambus collection “Retrospective” [not 
included here] constitute the only visible omissions. Of the 
nine other discs, some reappear in exactly their original 
length, while a few feature additional tracks. In round 
terms, these additions total eight songs or versions thereof. 
Relative to his Swiss Brambus releases or Jack’s own 
Great Divide pressings of the same titles, “Through,” 
“Two of Swords” and “Civil Wars” feature revised 
artwork. Not being familiar with the original artwork of 
Jack’s early efforts, I can only draw a similar conclusion 
about the artwork of the other discs in this set. Hardy has, 
in his time, flirted with country music, and, on an ongoing 
basis, has absorbed Irish rhythms into his compositions -  
the baseline has always been folk music. Available from 
Prime CD, 111 East 14th Street, Suite 300, New York, NY 
10003, U.S.A.

Original Soundtrack “Deep in the Heart (of Texas)”
Shanachie [Import]_____________________________ _
The ghost in this anthology of Lone Star state music is 
George “Butch” Hancock, with two of his songs featured. 
Opening the set is the high lonesome voice of Jimmie Dale 
Gilmore and his 1988 rendition of Hancock’s “Just A Wave, 
Not The Water,” while later there’s Rosie Flores’ 
understated take of “Boxcars." Pegged as a Texas anthem 
since I first heard it many years ago, the partnership of 
Jennings and Colter, frankly, crucify Shake Russell’s “Deep 
in the West.” Elsewhere in the country stakes, Willie 
[Nelson] warbles with Kimmie Rhodes on her “Just One 
Love,” the yodelmeister, Don Walser, attests that he is a 
“Rolling Stone From Texas” while young pretenders Jesse 
Dayton and Wayne Hancock fill out the bill. Texas wouldn’t 
be Texas without a dash of the blues, hence the 
contributions from Lavelle White, Lou Ann Barton, Long 
John Hunter and Marcia Bill. Closing this set are two 
offerings from the late, great Walter Hyatt -  one jazz 
tinged, the other a heartfelt country/folk ballad titled “Last 
Call.” Available in the UK via Topic/Direct Distribution.

Linda Ronstadt “We Ran” [Import]_____________________
Three decades into her recording career, Ronstadt has 
taken more detours that you could safely pack into 
numerous lifetimes. The pouting, sixties Stone Poney babe, 
emerged as a solo artist with an insightful series of albums 
interpreting the work of then [mostly unknown] songwriters. 
There were side trips too. A trio of torch song discs, 
flirtations with the music of her ancestral Mexican roots
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and, most recently, an album of songs “for the baby you 
love ages 1 to 91.” Ronstadt has literally done and seen it 
all. Ever the interpreter, and only rarely the creator of 
songs, “We Ran” most closely approaches her seventies 
songwriter phase of recordings, with contributions from 
Hiatt, Dylan and Springsteen, racked alongside the work of 
lesser known scribes Waddy Wachtel [a Ronstadt sideman 
for many decades], and Paul Kennerley/Marty Stuart. Pride 
of the pack falls to “Dreams of the San Joaquin,” a gentle 
portrait of a family physically separated by a border. 
Penned by Jack Wesley Routh [once married to Carlene 
Carter] and Randy Sharp [who cut a duet album with Karen 
Brooks in 1992], six members of the Ronstadt clan enter 
into the spirit of the song by contributing background 
vocals. In your local store now.

Dolores Keane “Night Owl” Grapevine.
To all intents and purposes this is a new Dolores Keane 
album, although it first saw the light of day in Scandinavia 
during 1997. Unlike her preceding work, Shanachie’s 
“Solid Ground” from 1993, “Night Owl” sees Keane 
return to more traditional fare, as well as the writing of 
present day Irish domiciled writers [including, long time 
collaborator John Faulkner]. That is, with the exception of 
the closing and album title cut, which was, penned by 
Steve Tilston. All in all, “Night Owl” is a haunting and 
beautiful set; which naturally, we’ve now come to expect 
from Keane. In your local store now.

Various Artists “In the Country of Country” Compass 
Records [Import]
This eighteen selection compilation is the audio companion 
to Nicholas Dawidoff’s book “In the Country of Country : 
People and Places in American Music.” The recordings 
are drawn from seven decades of this American born genre 
of music, while the artists involved are principally torch 
bearers. Many, at their peak, were consistent hit makers. 
The main exception being, the inclusion of that significant 
early seventies Lubbock born aggregation, The Flatlanders. 
As for contributions from recent decades, hat wearers 
have, thankfully, been forsaken for the genuine tones of Iris 
DeMent, and as the accompanying liner booklet attests, 
country music’s one and only diva, Emmylou Harris. From 
the inventor, Jimmie Rodgers, through The Carter Family to 
the Stanley Brothers, Kitty Wells, Patsy Cline and Messrs. 
Cash, Jones, Atkins, Owens and Haggard this set focuses, 
totally, on the real thing. In your local store now.

Pierce Pettis “Everything Matters” Compass Records
[Import]_________________________________________
Album six finds Pierce opening yet again with a song 
composed by his friend, the late, [and great] Mark Heard. 
That makes three albums in a row. In this instance, the title 
is “Tip of My Tongue.” In real terms, I guess it’s also called 
keeping faith. And Pettis possesses faith in spades. In 
1991, Heard produced Pierce’s “Tinseltown.” Produced 
by Gordon Kennedy, “Everything Matters” features three 
tunes they composed together. Pettis also shares writing 
credits with Fred Koller on a trio of cuts, while Sally Barris 
and Robert Ellis Orrall each collaborated with Pierce on 
one cut. Never one to pull his punches, “God Believes in 
You” and “Kingdom Come," acknowledge the man’s 
profound Christian beliefs. The paean “Just Like Jim Brown

(She is History)” is the ace in a class suit of eleven. 
Numbers do count..........In your local store now.

Patty Griffin “Flaming Red” A&M [Import]_______________
“Living With Ghosts” featured the monochrome sound of 
Griffin and her acoustic guitar, while her decade of 
compositions lyrically portrayed the bitter disintegration of a 
relationship. From the opening of her latest recording, 
“Flaming Red,” Griffin makes that quantum leap to full 
Technicolor audio. The sound-storm that is the lead and 
album title track, kicks in at the speed of punk, as Griffin 
eulogizes a flaming red candle as well as her shoes of a 
similar shade. Thankfully, it’s not all electricity and speed 
licks as the gentle shuffle “One Big Love” proves. It would 
have been an act of lunacy for Griffin’s second album to 
slavishly follow the narrative path taken by her debut. Here, 
we have songs that explore a gay suicide (“Tony”), take a 
backward glance at “Ghosts” (“Goodbye”), are sexually 
explicit (“Wiggley Fingers”) and religiously reflective 
(“Mary”). One thing is absolutely certain, “Living With 
Ghosts” was not a one in a lifetime apparition. Griffin is a 
writer to watch, it’s just that this particular episode is a little 
stylistically unfocused. Available from Village Records.

Allen Dobb “Horses and Hills” Resource Records [Import] 
Dobb’s eleven vignettes mainly take a cowboy/ranching 
theme, while his lyrics are reminiscent of the depth, 
panoramic style and quality that Tom Russell has instilled 
in his work for what seems, a lifetime. Curious, therefore, 
that this is Dobb’s debut solo effort, following two discs of 
world fusion music with his brother Cameron, as part of the 
band Dobb and Dumela. As for the melodies that Dobb 
employs, there’s much here that is reminiscent of Dan 
Fogelberg’s canon, although Dobb’s voice possesses more 
depth than Fogelberg’s, sometimes, ethereal whisper. Is it 
unintentionally coincidental that one of the songs here is 
titled, Fool's Gold, since that was the name of Fogelberg’s 
mid-seventies road band ? While bearing some 
resemblance to Ian Tyson's recent work, there’s also a 
flavour of alternative country, roots, left field, whatever 
about Dobb’s material and presentation. Available from 
Resource Records, 2803 West 4th Avenue, P.O. Box 
74656, Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada V6K 4P4.

Lucinda Williams “Lucinda Williams” Koch International
[Import]___________________________________________
Lucinda Williams has been recording for two decades, and 
the recent appearance of “Car Wheels on a Gravel Road” 
brought her catalogue to a [massive] total of five 
recordings. Cursed by a streak of stubborn perfectionism, 
Williams has trashed more albums than she has released, 
which is our loss as much as hers. This self-titled reissue, 
her third recording, followed what [at the time] had seemed 
like an interminable, eight-year long silence. Such an 
extended duration has since become par for the evolution 
o f her next offspring. Mining a more pop oriented 
interpretation of the blues, the material on “Lucinda 
Williams” enjoyed commercial success when Mary Chapin 
Carpenter’s version of “Passionate Kisses” tore up the 
Country Top 50 in 1992. If your record collection includes 
the U.S. version of the “Passionate Kisses” EP and the “I 
Just Wanted to See You So Bad” EP, then you already 
own the six tracks that have been appended to this classic
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collection. What’s so neat, however, is that they are all 
captured in one place now. In your local store now.

Philip Rodriguez “River Through the Sun” Jaguar Night 
Records [Import]
As the absence of a new creation from his brother, David, 
extends into it’s third year, this debut collection from Philip 
Rodriguez is a welcome addition to the family catalogue. 
The contributing players include David’s daughter Carrie 
[violin], sister Leticia [harmony vocals], as well as a swathe 
of Houston players. While David’s lyrics have consistently 
focused on the progress and plight of his Mexican 
ancestors, Philip's suit is relationships. From the innocence 
of childhood friendships through to the realities that come 
with adulthood, Rodriguez traces that ageless boy/girl 
dilemma. Mostly acoustic folk oriented, co-produced with 
Ivan Kuper [Philip’s manager] and self released, Philip can 
be forgiven for those few occasions when, rhythmically, he 
strays into the territory that was previously marked out by,
David Rodriguez. It’s the genes you see..........Available
from Village Records.

Christine Lavin “One Wild Night -  In Concert” no label
[Import]___________________________________
As digital recording technology becomes more and more 
accessible to the average musician, side trips like this, 
Lavin’s [excluding her cassette EP “Another Woman’s 
Man”] ninth solo album will hopefully become legion. As 
long, that is, as these recordings are tempered by some 
quality control. For this self released, live set which was 
captured at The Blue Moon Coffee-house [I wonder how 
long it has borne that title ??], on the campus of Illinois 
Wesleyan University, Christine’s funny bone is at her most 
infectious and whacky best, with each ensuing climax 
topping the precursor. A small percentage of the material 
here has seen the light o f day on previous studio releases, 
which for anyone suffering from lavinitis is a tremendous 
plus. Of the new material, there’s a song about war and 
kamikaze pilots [“The Wild Blue”], the cockroach hell that 
arrived with “Great Big Bug” and the high price paid by 
celebrities on the “Flip Side of Fame.” For the de rigueur 
hidden, celebratory 21st track, there’s “Sensitive New Age 
Guys.” Available by mail order from Christine Lavin 
Music, P.O. Box 67594, Rochester, New York 14617, 
U.S.A.

Sheri Frushay “Scarlet Song” Tough Cookie Music
[Import]____________________________________ _
With one of those raw lived-in voices that indicates an 
abnormally high mileage, Frushay is following in the 
footsteps of her pop, Ray, who, in his time, filled numerous 
Sixth Street clubs in Austin. The opening “The State of 
Love” is a laid back affair, and Frushay’s self-penned fare 
[“Walk Tall Cowboy” was co-written with her father, while 
David Waddell collaborated on “Talk of the Town”] fails to 
ever rise above the competent. Self produced, issued on 
her own Tough Cookie label, Sheri is supported throughout 
her first CD recording by Waddell’s voice, guitar, bass and 
left boot heel. At best, an acoustic blues workout with 
occasional dashes of country. In “Sittin’ in the Right Chair” 
we have yet another song dedicated to the late Townes 
Van Zandt. Maybe next time ? Available from Village 
Records.

Hugh Blumenfeld “Rocket Science” PRIME-CD [Import] 
Hugh Blumenfeld, a one time M.l.T. academic has been a 
full-time touring and performing songwriter for the last four 
years. That apart, Blumenfeld has been a member of the 
New York based Fast Folk songwriting/folk music 
community since the early eighties and “Rocket Science” 
is his fourth solo recording. Ever a purveyor lyrically of real 
life connections, the title of this set sources from the Casey 
Stengel quote “After all, rocket science isn’t folk music." 
[NOTE. For the uninitiated, Stengel commonly known as 
the "Old Perfessor," was a Stateside baseball star who 
rose to even greater fame as a team manager]. The 
opening cut, “Shoot The Moon,” is an exploration and 
exposition of Blumenfeld’s boyhood dreams of becoming 
an astronaut, while in the opening lines of “Hands & Feet,” 
the Earth is likened to a microcosm when viewed from the 
Moon. The thread that permeates “Longhaired Radical 
Socialist Jew,” compares and contrasts the definitively left 
wing stance of Christ with the seemingly legal, through 
marginally corrupt and tainted, lives led by certain 
[unnamed] late twentieth century politicians. Maintaining a 
political slant “Zhang Jingsheng," is dedicated to the 
Chinese musician who has been incarcerated, by the 
Government of his homeland, since the Spring of 1989. 
The set includes an instrumental titled “Mighty Quiet” 
[dedicated to Hugh’s late friend Edward J. Smith], while 
even the inclusion of covers of Andrew Calhoun’s “No 
Secret Castle” and Jim Mercik’s “Is This Enough” mark 
Blumenfeld out as a thinking man’s songwriter. Available 
from Prime CD.

Lynn Miles “Night in a Strange Town” CRS/Philo 
One of Lynn Miles’ many attractive features, is that her 
songs are usually guaranteed to be melodic hook-laden 
creations. And then, during those lyrically intense 
moments, there’s the unique sound of her someone really 
broke my heart voice. Check out the Canadian’s 1996 Philo 
debut “Slightly Haunted” for oceans of samples [of both]. 
It was with some trepidation therefore, that I approached 
the Larry Klein/John Cody co-production “Night in a 
Strange Town.” The burning question - had Joni’s ex and 
those L.A. session boys neutered Lynn’s new material with 
production tricks ? With the introductory guitar break of the 
opening cut, “Anywhere,” those fears fled like a fleeting 
phantom as, I sank into the ether comfortable in the 
knowledge that this was another winner by Miles. Ever the 
restless seeker, the latter song is an exposition of Lynn’s 
personal philosophy. Once endowed with familiarity, there’s 
even the contention that “Night in a Strange Town” could 
be viewed as a cycle of songs. A journey of personal 
discovery that takes the uncertain soul “standing at the 
edge o f the sea" in “Anywhere,” from the pain and loss of, 
through to the rediscovery of, love. As for those 
breathtaking gotta hear that again moments, they are 
legion among the eleven cuts. Here’s just a few -  the 
heartache in the repeated “hold me tight” chorus of the 
acoustically atmospheric “Beautiful Night” and the poetic 
imagery of “Map of My Heart.” Then there’s the seemingly 
endless stream of damning cynicism on “Sunset Blvd.” and 
Miles’ voice n’ piano accompaniment on the rediscovery 
that is, [the closing] “Rust.” It may have been a “Night in a 
Strange Town,” but it isn’t quite folk, neither is it straight 
country - it is however, extremely tasty. Available in the UK 
via Topic/Direct Distribution.
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Buddy & the Huddle “Music For A Still Undone Movie
Maybe Called ‘Suttree’” Glitterhouse [Import].___________
Cormac McCarthy’s novel “Suttree” is now two decades 
old, and was published when the author was 46 years of 
age. It may be a semi-autobiographical work -  the author is 
somewhat reclusive, and almost totally uncommunicative 
as far as the world at large is concerned. Little is known 
about this author, who has spent that last two decades 
living in El Paso, Texas. It’s rumoured that McCarthy 
worked on the novel for some two decades. Cornelius 
Suttree, the central character, is a recluse who lives on the 
banks of the Tennessee River, near the town of Knoxville. 
McCarthy was raised in that area of Tennessee. The 
eccentric’s, down and outs, and criminals who people 
Suttree's nether world are a reflection of the latitude and 
longitude of the human condition. If you’re beginning to get 
an impression that this is a somewhat dark literary work, it’s 
worth mentioning the riches that lie in McCarthy’s unique 
use of English -  or, at least, his own hybrid interpretation of 
our vocabulary. Anyone who even contemplates an attempt 
at creating an aural impression of this highly regarded 
literary work, has engaged in an awesome challenge -  the 
impossible, in fact. Through short impressionistic 
instrumentals and songs, this twenty-six track collection 
stylistically mirrors a soundtrack album. As befits 
McCarthy’s setting and story-line, the instrumentation is 
often stark. It that regard the music succeeds, in part, in 
painting the journey through the dark side of life that 
Cornelius Suttree undertakes. It’s worth noting that this CD 
combines the two vinyl “Suttree” releases mentioned in 
the liner booklet. Available from Glitterhouse.

Amy Rigby “Middlescence” Koch International [Import], 
They used to call it power pop, and the opening “All I Want” 
is as solid a slab of sixties teen angst as you’re liable to 
find anywhere. Her surname, Rigby, is also a clue as to the 
precise era of Amy’s main musical inspiration. While the 
opener is fairly straight lyrically, in “The Summer of My 
Wasted Youth” the narrator recalls the last time she took 
LSD. Farther along, the supporting harmonies on “What I 
Need" are pure Walrus era Beatles. The unconsummated 
love affair recalled in “20th Anniversary,” represents a 
strange and uncomfortably long time to retain that kind of 
memory. Among Rigby’s collaborators are Steve Earle’s 
sister Stacey on “Ivory Tower,” and Duane Jarvis on “For 
New Times Sake.” “Invisible” is a paean to the passing of 
the mid point in the thirty something decade, while the 
invisible track that follows might be titled “Tonight I’m 
Gonna Give the Drummer Some.” As for producer Elliot 
Easton, considering his stint with The Cars, he should 
know all about power pop. This set, Rigby’s second in 
recent years, lyrically proves her almost certain 
eccentricity. In your local store now.

Bob Neuwirth “Back to the Front" Koch International
[Import],__________________________________________
A twelve track version of “Back To The Front” originally 
appeared on that late eighties label and refuge for hippies, 
Gold Castle. This most welcome reissue has surfaced with 
the inclusion of a pair of previously unreleased cuts. 
Produced by Alpha Band almuni, J. Steven Soles, and 
recorded in his home, the featured players include two 
former Alpha band mates -  T-Bone Burnett and David 
Mansfield. The stellar cast of supporting pickers and

vocalists includes Kenny Edwards, Steve Bruton, Bernie 
Leadon, Peter Case and his then wife, Victoria Williams, 
plus Maria Muldaur. As for the acoustically generated 
material it includes two short instrumentals [that acted as 
bookends on the original version], the [possibly] 
autobiographical “Akron,” “Lucky” the card playing runaway 
who wears her "Mama’s dress/' and the country tinged 
singalong “Heartache.” A gently enjoyable, laid back set 
when it first appeared, it still possesses that feel. In your 
local store now.

Dee Carstensen “The Map” Exit Nine/Blue Thumb
Records [Import] _____________________________
Seduction, that’s the secret. There’s a languid grace about 
Carstensen’s voice that gently lulls the soul. And when she 
delivers jazz inflected lyrics as subtle as “Saviour,” then 
you know that you are in the presence of something 
special. Stylistically compared, in the past, with female 
giants such as Messrs. Mitchell, Colvin and Rickie Lee 
Jones, this, her third album [excluding the 1996 mini live 
album “Home Away From Home”] was produced by Ben 
Wisch. Past Wisch clients have included David Wilcox and 
Patty Larkin. The set includes “The Boy Was Trouble,” a 
collaboration with the main man in her life Mike Mainieri, 
plus a cover of the Taupin/John composition “Come Down 
In Time.” There’s a cut on here titled “Pandora’s Box,” 
which pretty well sums up the content of this set. Available 
from Village Records.

James McMurtry “Walk Between the Raindrops” Sugar
Hill [Import]._______________________________________
As with last year’s “It Had To Happen” McMurtry’s fifth 
solo outing has been produced by Lloyd Maines, while the 
crew of supporting players remained substantially the 
same. Chris Searles, Lisa Mednick, Ronnie Johnson etc, 
etc. As for the material content, there are seven McMurtry 
much as we’ve come to expect originals, a couple of co
writes and finally, the Townes Van Zandt standard, “Rex’s 
Blues.” This time around, there are no stories with a clear 
beginning, middle or end. “Keep a line open to the folks 
back home, don’t run and hide," the advice offered in the 
opening and title cut, is probably directed at someone’s son 
experiencing those difficult teen years. As for toeing the 
sardonic line, how about the drinking man with a guitar 
problem who “thought he’d died and gone to Houston’’ in 
“Fast As l Can.” For matchless couplets, dial M[cMurtry] for 
melancholy. Available in the UK via Topic/Direct 
Distribution.

Cry Cry Cry featuring Dar Williams, Lucy Kaplansky and
Richard Shindell -  “Same” Razor & Tie [Import]_________
From the current crop, take three of the finest young, solo 
contemporary folk writers and performers, throw in studio 
whizz Darleen Wilson as co-producer, select twelve acme 
quality tunes [the eldest, a mere dozen years young] by 
[established n’ nigh unknown] North American peers of this 
trio, and what do you get ? I’d say fifty plus minutes that
approaches aural nirvana......Buy, buy, buy ! Bye, bye,
bye. Available from Village Records. Check out my Web 
Site for a mega 6000 word review in praise of this project.

Greg Trooper “Popular Demons” Koch International
[Import]________________________________________ __
Seems like Emmylou was buckin’ for some world record
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During 1998. Between her Live album and countless guest 
appearances, from Willie to Nanci and Lucinda, she 
appears to be unstoppable. Here, she sings on “Bluebell.” 
Buddy Miller dons the producer’s cap, while his Julie 
vocalises on uT\no Drops of Rain.” Of course with Buddy 
you get a 2 for 1, as his guitar and banjo are featured on 
over half the fourteen cuts. Stylistically, on this occasion, 
Trooper ploughs his furrow between Springsteen n’ Welch. 
Kevin, not Bob or Bruce ! Eric Ambel [former Del-Lord and 
Bottle Rockets producer] helped co-write one song, and 
arranged the melody on another. Steve Earle appears on 
the only cover -  the closing Dylan composed cut, “I’ll Keep 
It With Mine.” Elsewhere, Tammy Dead Reckoning Rogers’ 
fiddle is prominently featured on a handful of tracks. The 
melody of the lively opener “Halfway” is underscored by a 
B-3, while the shakers, fiddle and banjo on “22 Miles to 
Bristol” imbue the song with a native American feel. As the 
second verse of the penultimate song kicks in, the rhythm 
change on “When I Close My Eyes” makes for the pick of 
the litter. Running a close second, is most of the rest of the 
pack. In your local store now.

Neal & Leandra “Stranger To My Kin” Red House
Records [Import]____________________________________
In their home state of Minnesota, this husband and wife 
duo are household names. As for the rest of their native 
land, with each succeeding release -  “Stranger To My 
Kin” is their sixth -  their reputation increases 
exponentially. Of the ten songs, Neal composed half on his 
own, while the former Miss Leandra Peak collaborated on 
another quartet. Album producer John Scherf assisted the 
duo with “Firefly.” Vocally Neal Hagberg is reminiscent of a 
world weary Richard Shindell, while, like his peer, there is a 
subtle storytelling edge to his lyrics. Inspired by a visit to 
National Civil Rights Museum, “Ready For Memphis,” is set 
in the year of Martin Luther King’s assassination -  you 
don’t discover that until the final line of the closing verse. 
The narrator, a white man, drawn by some inexplicable 
force, is full of hope that he is about to witness an historic 
event. The prospect of seeing Dr. King, even holds the 
possibility of shaking the great man’s hand. Travelling 
across the continent by bus, the narrator’s naive, innocent 
view of life speaks volumes as, he unknowing closes in on 
the civil rights campaigners final moments on this Earth. 
The line ‘When did life get old, ” in the opening song “Penny 
On The Track” draws the conclusion that life may start as 
an innocent adventure, while adulthood brings a whole raft 
of burdens. Hagberg also recalls the age of innocence in 
“First Best Friend,” while Leandra tenderly remembers the 
loving grown-ups who shared her Kentucky upbringing in 
“Cry.” As for this duo’s enduring love for each other, 
Leandra’s vocal and lyric on “Rich” perfectly encapsulates 
that entity. Although drawn from Wendell Berry’s book of 
poems “A Timbered Choir,” the lines on the rear cover of 
the CD booklet - “The seed is in the ground. Now may we 
rest in hope. While darkness does its work,” could be 
applied to many aspects of life. Contrary to normal, 
darkness can be defined as a worker for good. This 
understated, but thoroughly challenging collection was 
germinated during those darker moments, from some 
rather fine creative seeds. In your local store now.

John Gorka “After Yesterday” Red House Records 
[Import].___________________________________________

A decade after the appearance of “I Know,” his debut 
album, Gorka has returned to the label that launched his 
career as a solo artist. Retaining the services of long-time 
Mary Chapin Carpenter sideman, John Jennings, Gorka 
shares the production credits on this, their third consecutive 
collaboration. “Out Of The Valley” [1994] and “Between 
Five And Seven” [1996] were, frankly, by previous Gorka 
standards, mediocre creations. After two decades as a 
resident of Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, and following the 
release of “Between Five And Seven,” Gorka relocated to 
Minnesota, married, and joined the ranks of the parentally 
responsible. The well of fresh, new inspirations that John 
has drawn from has resulted in a return to form -  well, 
almost. His young son may have been the inspiration for 
the lullaby “When He Cries,” but at around eighty seconds 
the execution smacks of a song idea not yet fully formed. 
Interpreting his lyrics, the title cut and “Cypress Trees,” 
were undoubtedly inspired by Gorka’s good lady. The latter 
song opens with, 7 have watched her body changing 
shape.” As for “Amber Lee” and “Zuly,” in time, this pair of 
story songs should gain the status of early Gorka classics 
like “I Saw A Stranger With Your Hair." While we discover 
that Amber married twice, “never let her roots go brown,” 
and was “Unhappy almost all her life, ” sufficient parts of the 
plot are obtuse -  leaving the listener to complete the story. 
As for “Zuly,” set in Alaska, it’s a song about the second 
coming. The subtle twist being that, on this occasion, it’s 
the daughter of God - born on that fateful day in March 
1964 when a tidal wave and earthquake devastated part of 
the state. The bluegrass flavoured hoe-down “St. Caffeine,” 
is dedicated to that hot liquid stimulant, while the lyric to 
“Wisdom” is a tour de force of lifestyle cross-references. 
“Wisdom hangs on, saves wear on your lip” is a truly fine 
example of understated Gorka humour. Lucy Kaplansky’s 
angelic voice graces a number of the tracks, while the 
supporting string-men include Jennings, Michael Manring 
and Peter Ostroushko. As for the back beat, Ani Di 
Franco’s regular stickman, Andy Stochansky, furnishes 
percussive rhythms throughout the set. Returning to the 
issue of parenthood - surely only the Gorkman would name 
a child Bocephus Mahatma Sinatra Gorka. I rest my case. 
In your local store now.

The Original Harmony Ridge Creek Dippers “Pacific
Coast Rambler” No Label [Import]____________________
While last year’s seif titled, debut set was a rainbow of 
endless delights, the next episode smacks of the hesitation 
waltz. “Kai’s Bristlecone Waltz,” a Mike “Razz” Russell 
instrumental performed on fiddle, could be mistaken for an 
outtake from the David Mansfield composed soundtrack to 
the movie “Heaven’s Gate” -  and the Lord knows I rate 
Mansfield’s work. That apart, there’s something missing; or 
rather, it might be that too many songs here sound the 
same. Frankly, it fails to hit that special spot despite the 
inclusion of seven new Mark Olson tunes [including two co
writes]. Sadly “the rambler” was “a gamblerJ’ who has not 
quite succeeded in pulling it off. Apart that is, from the 
hypnotic secondary melody that underpins the closing cut, 
“Call The Light.” Available from Village Records.

Various Artists “What’s That I Hear ? -  The Songs of
Phil Ochs” Sliced Bread [Import]______________________
What can you say about Phil Ochs. There was that 
premature end. Suicide. In his early days as a writer, his 
forte was the politically motivated lyric, more often than not,
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supported by a militaristic beat. The lyric of, for instance, 
"Draft Dodger Rag" will mostly be lost on the current 
teenage generation, since the politicians mentioned are all 
long gone, having already taken there place in the pages of 
eternity. Even some of his non-political songs, such as 
"James Dean of Indiana" are timepieces -  albeit, in the 
case of this song, an exquisite creation. On the other hand, 
during his lifetime Ochs at least tasted some commercial 
success - "There But For Fortune" was a 1965 #8 UK pop 
hit for Joan Baez. Two versions of the song are included 
here. If Dylan was good enough for Joan, then the same 
could be said of Ochs. In terms of his lasting contribution to 
the genre of the intelligent lyric, then that surely lies in 
songs of grace such as “Boy in Ohio,” "Changes,” “Hands” 
and “Pleasures of the Harbor” - all possess that 
timelessness that defines purity and quality. On this two CD 
collection, troubadours young and old, known and barely 
obscure add their voice to the treasury that is Phil Ochs 
legacy. Those contributors include Peter Yarrow, Eric 
Anderson, Rod MacDonald, Katy Moffatt, Anne Hills and 
disappear fear’s Sonia Rutstein. Available from Village 
Records.

Ellis Paul “Translucent Soul” Philo [Import]_____________
If you’re thoroughly familiar with the work of the Dutch born, 
graphic artist M.C. Escher then the source of inspiration for 
the cover shot of “Translucent Soul” will be obvious. 
Escheris drawings are populated by images that deceive 
the brain as well as the eye of the beholder. Meanwhile, 
back here on planet reality, Boston based songsmith has 
delivered his fourth tome. If heartbreak is often a source of 
inspiration, then the break-up of Paul’s marriage alluded to 
in the sleeve notes, may explain the presence of 
melancholy in some of the lyrics. Tales of parting, 
assignations with [one of Wim Wenders ?] angels, his 
continuing obsession with John Lennon, the lifestyle of a 
lesbian couple are all explored here. The title cut explores 
the actuality that black and white people can possess the 
same spirit. The characters in this song, being Ellis and 
fellow bard Vance Gilbert. And then, there’s the god
damned twelfth track - “the hidden one” -  when is this 
stupidity going to end ? Not that it matters, the song might 
just be called “Quarter Past Two.” Available in the UK via 
Topic/Direct Distribution.

Terry Clarke “Lucky” Appaloosa [Import] Available in the
UK via Topic/Direct Distribution_______________________
A decade after Terry first visited to Austin to “Call Up A 
Hurricane,” the Italian Appaloosa label proved that dreams 
can, and do, come true. For his fifth solo release, Clarke 
returned to his spiritual home in the heart of Texas. Merel 
Bregante, former stickman for the Sunshine Company, 
Loggins & Messina and countless others, relocated and set 
up a recording studio in the Texas capital a couple of years 
back ; “Lucky” was cut at Merel’s Cribworks early last 
year. Blessed and supported by a hand picked [and dream] 
band of local pickers - Jesse “Guitar” Taylor, David Heath, 
Deschamp Hood and Lisa Mednick -  Terry laid down 
fourteen tracks, including two covers. The latter are far 
from being recent creations - Johnny Cash’s “ I Still Miss 
Someone” is some three decades old [it re-appeared 
recently on the Nelson/Cash “Storyteller” collection], while 
“Bye, Bye Blackbird” is older still. The dozen, all new, 
Clarke originals prove that he remains one of our finest and 
most diversely influenced composers. His Irish [influenced]

canon is further extended with “Did He Sing Danny Boy” 
and the stunning, pseudo-traditional “By the Light of the 
Plough.” Four songs feature the word, blue in the title. 
Among those titles, “Gardenia Blues” is a slow soulful 
number underscored by languid guitar lines, while 
Mednick’s supporting vocal is well to the fore on “Crow 
Blues.” Should you wish to envelop yourself in a dreamy, 
laid back jazzy ether, then for over five minutes, “Mr. 
Lucky” will fulfil your wildest fantasies. Pickin’ clover or 
pickin’ strings, life can most surely be “Lucky.” Available in 
the UK via Topic/Direct Distribution.

Butch Hancock “West Texas Waltzes & Dust-Blown 
Tractor Tunes,” “The Wind’s Dominion,” and 
“Firewater -  seeks its own level” and Butch 
Hancock/Marce Lacouture “Yella Rose” Rainlight [Import] 
In an attempt to upgrade his previously vinyl only, back 
catalogue to the CD format, this one man music empire is 
well on the way to completing the task. Ignoring Hancock’s 
cassette only releases, there’s only “1981 : A Spare 
Odyssey” and “Diamond Hill” to go. Of the titles available 
to date, “The Wind’s Dominion” omits two songs from the 
original double vinyl version. The reduction boils down to 
“Split and Slide” and the second, shorter version of the title 
track; in addition, “The Long Road to Asia Minor” has been 
cut by some two and a half minutes. “Firewater” and 
“Yella Rose” feature new artwork, and Joe Ely [as well as 
Earl Epiphone] is acknowledged as the co-producer of 
Butch’s debut set. Not that we’ve ever been unaware of the 
identity of Epiphone and his alter ego, Little Johnny Fader. 
There's no point in a track by track description of what 
Hancock is about musically -  folk/country/whatyoumaycallit 
- some two decades on from the appearance of “West 
Texas Waltzes & Dust-Blown Tractor Tunes,” he is an 
inscrutable, living Texas legend. An intellectual 
tumbleweed, who always determines the path of his own 
destiny. Available in the UK via Topic/Direct Distribution.

Jennifer Kimball “Veering From the Wave” Imaginary
Road [Import] _____________________________________
Every once in a while, along comes an album that you wish 
you had included In your annual “Best of...” As far as 1998 
is concerned, this is it. Through two albums with Jonatha 
Brooke, as The Story, Kimball sported a spiky hairstyle and 
was very much the junior partner, since she never 
composed one note they sang. In the five years since “The 
Angel in the House,” Jennifer’s muse appears to have 
been in interstellar overdrive. Apart from Neil Finn’s “Fall at 
Your Feet,” on “Veering From the Wave” Kimball wrote 
everything -  and it’s a revelation. This contemporary folk 
rock set opens with the assignation, “Meet Me in the 
Twilight.” The infectious, joyful “Kissing in the Car” follows. 
There’s a nod to Mystery Tour era Lennon/McCartney as 
“The Revelations” closes, while the love song “World 
Without End” and the gentle closer “Lullaby” are matchless 
creations. All this and countless backing vocals from Lucy
Kaplansky. What more could you ask for..............? By the
way, this, Jennifer Kimball, is not the Nashville based hit 
songwriter. Available from Village Records.

Judy Collins “Both Sides Now” Intersound [Import]______
This album constitutes one half of a set previously 
marketed, last year, by the Stateside television sales 
channel, QVC. Issued here as a single disc, the companion
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featuring Broadway show tunes will be issued by 
Intersound later this year. On “Both Sides Now” Collins 
revisits some of the songs that have made her a household 
name since the sixties -  including “Both Sides Now” and 
“Amazing Grace.” With a voice that still pours down like 
velvet textured honey, there are also versions of traditional 
items such as “Barbara Allen” and “Plaisir D’Amour” as well 
as contributions from pioneer contemporary writers such 
Bob Dylan, Joni Mitchell, Lennon/McCartney, John Denver, 
Harry Chapin and our own Cat Stevens. Available from 
Village Records.

Pebi Smith “More Than Once” Shanachie [Import]_______
Heaven knows I struggled with the contents of this disc for 
ages. Recorded and co-produced by Dan Green at his 
Amerisound Studios in Columbus, Ohio, there were times 
when I’d have sworn that his wife, Sally Fingerett [and a 
fellow Bitchin’ Babe], was the lead vocalist. That apart, this 
disc opens with a segue of the traditional “Shenandoah” 
and Smith’s own "Virginia.” The thirteen other Smith 
creations which constitute this set, vary between the down- 
to-earth honesty of “Mother’s Hands” [it first saw the light of 
day on the Babes 1995 set, “Charge It I Fax I t ! Don’t Ask 
Me What’s For Dinner !” ], the melodic Rickenbacker 
jangle of “First Choice," the heartfelt punch-line in the final 
verse of “Italy And France," the almost traditional sounding 
opus “Old River,” as well as the too precious, “Sleep.” This 
panoramic musical mixture, draws upon the various facets 
of Debi’s career to date. Nothing more, and nothing less. 
Available in your local store now.

Jesse Taylor “Texas Tattoo” Appaloosa [Import]_________
Taylor’s self produced, second solo effort is book-ended by 
a couple of Mickey Jupp songs. The opening cut could 
have been written about certain exploits of Richard 
Branson, considering the leading line "You’ll never get me 
up in one o f those.” A few years back, Taylor and our own 
Terry Clarke cut “Rhythm Oil.” Here, their collaboration 
“Language of the Blues” features the Brit on backing 
vocals. Other guest vocalists on the eleven cuts include 
Butch Hancock, Jimmie Dale Gilmore, Joe Ely, Don 
McCalister and two of Austin’s finest ladies, Toni Price and 
Kimmie Rhodes. If you prefer you rhythm and blues, loud 
and hot as well as slow and sensual, “Texas Tattoo” will 
fulfil your whole order. Available in the UK via Topic/Direct 
Distribution.

Kevin Meisel “Coal and Diamonds” Thursday
Records/One Man Clapping Records [Import]____________
Imagine a cross between “Nebraska” and “The Ghost of 
Tom Joad” and you’ll detect the area where Meisel 
ploughs his furrow. As for his style of vocal delivery, there 
is no doubt that Brooce is the inspiration -  whether half 
spoken or sung. The eleven tracks here took shape 
between early 1997 and midway through last year. When it 
comes to assessing whether Kevin can really cut it lyrically, 
you don’t have to go further than track three -  “Tethered 
Angels." Two young brothers undertake an expedition to 
see a beautiful sorrel horse that is owned by a local 
rancher. Although it is not definitively stated, one of them 
dies under the wheels of the foreman’s flatbed as he heads 
across the ranch yard toward the horse. With his passing, 
he is no longer a tethered angel. Subjectively, another song 
describes the aftermath, in human terms, when the local

strip mine closes, leaving the local economy decimated. 
There’s the unintentional murder of a teenager on the 
“Fourth of July” and the seven minutes plus of Train Wreck 
at Cajon Pass.” As I said earlier, Meisel ploughs an already 
familiar furrow. Truth to tell, however derivative it may 
appear -  he does it rather well. Available from One Man 
Clapping Records, 2032 N. Racine, Chicago, Illinois 
60614, U.S.A.

Various Artists “Seka” Twah ! [Import]__________ _______
This charity CD release aims to raise funds for SEKA, a 
body which helps women and children traumatised by the 
wars that raged in the former Yugoslavia through the early 
nineties. It’s coincidental that, from the aspect of social 
bonding, “Seka” means sister in Serbo-Croat. The 
seventeen contributors are mostly roots based artists. The 
North American contingent consists of Alison Krauss, John 
Doe and from The Walkabouts, Chris & Carla. Ralph 
McTell is probably the elder statesman of the British 
contingent. From Ireland, there’s the Marys - Black n’ 
Coughlan, plus the intoxicating Shane McGowan. 
Capercaille’s “God’s Alibi” and Jackie Leven’s “Poortoun” 
are the messages sent from North of Hadrians dyke. The 
remaining performers include the young genius [Eliza 
Carthy], the time served [Maddy Prior] and bands, bands, 
bands [Oysters, Whiskey Priests and Show of Hands]. With 
a couple of exceptions, the tracks have all been previously 
released. In your local store now.

The Pine Valley Cosmonauts “Salute the Majesty of Bob
Wills” Bloodshot [Import]________ ___________ _
The Chicago based Cosmonauts, an octet, appear to be 
making a career of cutting tribute albums. First they 
covered Johnny Cash, and now the honour falls to the 
acknowledged godfather of western swing -  Bob Wills. He 
was bom in Texas in 1905, and died there some two 
decades ago. Inventor, innovator and integrator - they all 
come to mind. Featuring nineteen songs covered by Wills 
during his six decade long career, apart from three 
instrumentals, each song features a different lead vocalist -  
some long established, others new to the game. Those 
contributors include Jimmie Dale Gilmore, Robbie Fucks, 
Brett Sparks, Neko Case, Alejandro Escovedo and our own 
Brendan Croker. For those already addicted to the genre, 
this selection is a breeze. For newcomers, it’s a worthy and 
honest introduction. Available in the UK via Topic/Direct 
Distribution.

John McCutcheon “Barefoot Boy with Boots On”
Rounder [Import]___________________________________
“Loggerman’s Breakdown/Dulcimer Reel” the hammered 
dulcimer instrumental that opens this reissue of John’s 
1980 Front Hall Records release, is so darned infectious 
that I defy you not to fall in love with the album. That said, 
the contents hark back to the days when McCutcheon was 
still seeking, in his own words, “where music came from." In 
that regard, much of the material here is traditional, or, 
sources from Appalachian writers such as the legendary 
Jean Ritchie. To say that the lyrics to the title cut are rib 
achingly amusing, is an understatement. America’s folk 
tradition, in melody alone, or, in word and melody, is 
captured here. Available in the UK via Topic/Direct 
Distribution.
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Barbara Barrow “Woman in the Mirror” no label or index 
no. [Import]
Pop music is the principal genre that permeates this ten- 
track limited edition, Barbara Barrow release. That’s an 
obvious contention, when you consider that the “Brit-pack” 
contributors include Lennon/McCartney, Gordon “Sting” 
Sumner, plus two titles from Kirsty MacColl. Relative to the 
foregoing writers, it’s worth noting that the songs covered 
are far from obvious choices. And then we have six songs 
penned by Barbara’s husband, Michael Smith. Of those 
“Soon Enough” possesses an anthemic feel, while 
“Alexandria” [the lone collaboration here, with Phil 
Bimstein] is permeated by North African rhythms. “Loretta 
of the Rivers” and “Vampire” are already familiar tunes. 
Barrow interprets the latter creation by employing suitably 
manic sounds; an eerie wind sweeps across the opening 
seconds, and gives way to the tolling of a lone bell. 
Barbara’s vocal can best be described, at its peak, as 
demented. This is probably the best version, to date, of this 
song. The six minute long closer, “Portland Fancies,” is a 
new song full of seafaring references. Available from Dolly 
Zander, 200 Logan Street, Denver, Colorado 80203, 
U.S.A.

Suzanne McDermott “Ephemera” Continental Song City
[Import]________________________________________
Through thirteen, acoustic, self-composed selections 
McDermott’s crystal dear voice rises, soars and swoops 
with grace. Her voice wavers slightly as she sustains 
certain notes, but it’s still a truly fine folk instrument. While 
the opening track is titled “Great Day,” McDermott’s tone 
and delivery hardly overflow with enthusiasm. Reserve is 
an art, I guess. Then again, melancholy permeates this 
album like an endless and essential thread. Should you 
wish to totally sucker me, your best bet is to deliver a story 
song. And this one is a six-minute plus stunner. For those 
among you unfamiliar with inddents in New Mexico circa 
1947, “The Roswell Inddent” recounts the [supposed] 
visitation by beings from another solar system. Addictive is 
probably the best way to describe how McDermott delivers 
her magic, whether it’s the reflective “Meditation at Mount 
Auburn Cemetery” or the seasons that are brought by the 
“West Wind." Available in the UK via Topic/Direct 
Distribution.

Hugh Moffatt “Ghosts of the Music” Brambus [Import] 
According to Hugh “The first eight songs are about loving, 
losing and drifting. The last seven songs are about true 
love, which really does exist/’ Hugh co-wrote nine of the 
songs with five collaborators, while he is the sole author of 
the residue. His co-writers being Mark Luna [3], John 
Peppard [3], Martin Delray, M. J. Henderson and Taylor 
Dunn. Two years on from the lacklustre “The Life of a 
Minor Poet,” this, mostly acoustic, selection is a mixture of 
highs and lows. The lines “It’s a monster love just like 
Godzilla, Stompin’ those hardtimes, never looking back.” 
from “If Our Love Was A Tractor” are hardly going to win 
any prizes lyrically. Personally, I think the title “You and I 
Make Love” displays a lack of forethought and good taste. 
Both, by the way, are collaborations. An intriguing story-line 
unfolds in “From the Desk of Elaine,” as the narrator 
receives an invitation to a former girlfriend’s wedding. In “I 
Knew Her When,” the narrator’s father, still very much in 
love, fondly reminisces about his dead wife. Me ? I’m still

on the fence.

Robert Earl Keen “Walking Distance” Arista [Import]_____
There’s something about Keen’s insightful style of writing 
that brings the word consummate to mind. There’s never 
ever any discernible strain, and this listener always comes 
away feeling enriched. With each album, this is Robert’s 
eighth, you can guarantee that there will be a hand picked 
cover or two. They’re generally consummate choices. In 
this instance, it’s the Peter Case/Bob Neuwirth pop hook 
laden co-write “Travelin' Light,” and “Billy Gray” from 
Norman Blake. The melody of the latter is reminiscent of 
“Streets of Laredo”; then again, Marty Robbins is an 
acknowledged musical influence. Which brings us to 
Keen’s new songs - the young boy headin’ “Down That 
Dusty Trail” recalls the rural innocence, and coming of age, 
captured by the movie “Stand By Me.” Bandera’s Arkey 
Blue is eulogised again in the gentle down-home tune 
“Feelin’ Good Again,” while the lyrical entendre of “That 
Buckin’ Song” is something at which Keen excels. The 
eighteen minutes that cover the segue “Theme : Road to 
No ReturnTCarolina,” “New Life in Old Mexico” and “’’Still 
Without You/Conclusion : Road to No Return," must surely 
stand as a career highlight. The story that unfolds across 
the three songs owes much to the influence of narrative 
writers such as McMurtry and McCarthy. And just when you 
thought life was a seriously desperate trial, Robert smacks 
you across the side of the head with a humour laden 
sideswipe. Hang around long enough and you’ll find that 
the seasonal closer, “Happy Holidays Y’all” appears in two 
versions...including the let’s all fall apart one ! In your local 
store now.

Neal Casal “The Sun Rises Here” Glitterhouse [Import] 
Some jangly guitar riffs and a swaying beat underpins the 
opener, “Today I’m Gonna Bleed." The banjo intro to 
“Dandelion Wine” bears more than a passing resemblance 
to the theme music for the Rab C. Nesbitt television show. 
End to end, there’s none of the sonic assault that Casal 
indulged in, during his 1998 Fall tour of the UK. As for the 
word department, there’s not all that much going on. In 
your local store now.

Various Artists “Bull Riders: Chasing the Dream” Cold
Spring [Import]_____________________________________
In support of the movie of the same name, this twelve-track 
compilation features most of Austin’s current and best 
country/honky-tonk talent [+ Jack Ingram from Dallas, and 
a couple of cuts by Nashville cats]. Alt. country band, 
Reckless Kelly, rubs shoulders with traditionalist Don 
Walser, and those rockin’ Derailers. Chris Wall’s [on whose 
label this recording appears] upbeat “Cowboy Nation” is 
one of the best cuts here. The token female, Joannie 
Keller, performs Wall’s “Rodeo Wind” -  the song first 
appeared on Chris’s 1989 solo debut “Honky Tonk 
Heart.” Available from Village Records.

Steve Gillette “Texas & Tennessee” Redwing Music
[Import]___________________________________________
That he has been releasing albums for over three decades 
is, at least, a testament to longevity. But there’s more. 
Much more. His skill with a body of hollow, shaped wood 
and six strings goes way, way beyond accomplished -  
listen to his finger-picking on “Two Ten Train,” and you’ll
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get that punch line. As for the words and music that are 
married in Steve Gillette compositions and co-writes, they 
have brought him [financial] success with the high profile 
and mighty [Garth Brooks], as well as covers by a legion of 
contemporaries. That account was opened way back in 
1965 when Ian & Sylvia cut the classic “Darcy Farrow.” 
Gillette has dedicated “Texas & Tennessee” to the 
Kerrville Folk Festival. The musical fare presented at the 
latter event is as close as we get to nirvana for 
singer/songwriters, on this plane. Taking the theme of life 
as a journey, on “Texas & Tennessee” Gillette has 
sequenced a series of compositions that include his own -  
new n’ old, and including co-writes with familiar partners 
[Rex Benson, Charles John Quatro] as well as some new 
ones [Kim Person/Lana Puckett]. The set is topped off by a 
clutch of thematic covers. Of the latter quotient, “Ghost 
Rider’s Medley” merges Terry Gilkyson’s “Fast Freight” with 
Steve's “Runnin’ Out of Sunlight” and, obviously by the 
medley title, the tune of that old cowboy standard. The 
events leading to that fateful Dallas day in November 1963, 
with the narrator temporarily domiciled in Paris, are 
explored in Gillette’s “Two Men in the Building.” His “One 
Door” draws upon family ties across a number of 
generations, while the closing pair of tracks “The West 
Texas Wind” and “If You’re Ever in Texas,” respectively, tell 
of the storms that are blown up from Mexico by the wind, 
and lovers who have been parted by career goals. 
Listening to a new Steve Gillette collection is akin to
reacquainting oneself with a favourite, familiar old....... [you
fill the blank]. Available by mail order from P.O. Box 1501, 
Bennington, Vermont 05201, U.S.A. or Canadian River 
Music, 4106 Tyler St, Amarillo, Texas 791120, U.S.A.

David Massengill “Twilight the Taj Mahal” Plump [Import] 
If your desire is for a diet of songs, which tell stories [even 
surreal ones], that draw the listener in, and relate to events 
both fictional and factual, then you will never go far wrong 
with David Massengill. His unique brand of spoken 
narratives graced his earlier works, “Coming Up For Air” 
and “The Return.” With “Twilight...” you get a times two 
helping -  namely, “Once Upon a Time in Jefferson” and 
“Rats and Bats and the Spring Water.” As a collector and 
player of Edsel Martin dulcimers, David’s “The Whittlin’ 
Boy” is a truly heartfelt tribute to this truly legendary wood 
carving son of Appalachia. “The Fugitive” opens the album 
and features a young kid and an escaped convict [the latter 
having survived hanging ?] who steal a neighbour’s car 
only to perish when it smashes into a train at a crossing 
near the county line. Well that’s one interpretation. On a 
ghostly note, all the factors remain the same, except that 
the escaped convict becomes an illusion. The lyrics to “Our 
Lady of Shinbone Alley” possess a similarly offbeat twist -  
sic. “I met my love on a trampoline” and “we took a playpen 
to the moon.” In “Sierra Blanca Massacre” the entire group, 
bar one, of illegal Mexican immigrants, who dreamt of a 
better life north of the border, perish in the blistering heat of 
a Texas afternoon while trapped in an airtight stationary 
boxcar. The twelfth and final song, “Mrs. Howard’s 
Elementary Waltz” -  is another tribute song -  a personable 
*sweet memory” of his grade school teacher, Margaret 
Howard. Available from Village Records.

Ray Wylie Hubbard “Live at Cibiio Creek Country Club”
Misery Loves Company [Import]_______________________
Aided and abetted by the stellar line-up of Steve Bruton

[guitar], Lloyd Maines [dobro, steel], Paul Pearcy 
[percussion], Lisa Mednick [accordion, vocals] and Chris 
Maresh [upright bass], Hubbard runs through a selection of 
songs that have appeared on his three most recent studio 
efforts. For the uninitiated, the chronological list is “Lost 
Train of Thought,” “Loco Gringo’s Lament” and 
“Dangerous Spirits.” Fleshing out the set is a new song, 
“The River Bed,” while Hubbard’s usual, rambling between 
song introductions and stories permeate the whole deal. I 
won’t spoil any of the latter by quoting from them. The liner 
booklet features the lyric to a new song, “There Are Some 
Days,” which may have been intended for inclusion at one
stage. And finally....... Hubbard closes this seventy minute
plus odyssey with yet another [obligatory] version of “Up 
Against the Wall Redneck Mother." Available from P.O. 
Box 2706, Wimberley, Texas 78676, U.S.A.

Vince Bell “Texas Plates” One Man’s Music [Import]______
Let’s clear something up from the outset, this eleven part, 
self-released creation has nothing to do with the delights of 
glazed tableware. The plates, in question, are definitely of 
the automotive, metal variety. And strapped to vehicles 
which take you to some place far away. Although he’s been 
based in Tennessee these last few years, Bell shamelessly 
casts his eyes southward to the state of his birth for much 
of his lyrical inspiration. The opening “Poetry, Texas” 
attests to Bell’s restless wandering spirit, with the couplet 
“Collar to the wind, Future in the breeze.” “All Through My 
Days,” an older song, is presented here as a gentle shuffle 
-  a late afternoon amble down a country lane with a faithful 
old friend. Vince opens “All the Way to the Moon,” with Neil 
Armstrong’s famous 1969 quote and then proves that 
there’s a whole other point of view. The one where the 
remaining lyric is a list of late twentieth century ills, 
inventions and events -  and leaves the listener thinking 
that, maybe, these Earthbound problems should be our first 
priority. Frankenstein [an old friend of Vince’s] reappears in 
the lines of “Have Not, Will Travel,” while the closing “Last 
Dance at the Last Chance” is a fine addition to a long line 
of Texas waltzes. “Texas Plates” succeeds in treading a 
fine line between winsome pop hooks and delivering 
intelligent contemporary folk lyrics. Available from One 
Man’s Music, 8808 Highway 100, Nashville, Tennessee 
37221-4408, U.S.A.

Brooks Williams “Hundred Year Shadow” Signature
Sounds [Import] ___________________________________
You’ll be hard pushed to find another album this year that, 
end to end, features such a rich vein of acoustic and 
electric guitar sounds. Williams’ execution, as usual, is 
unimpeachable. These days Williams merges his beloved 
blues with visits to the wellspring of gospel, country, folk 
and [sixties] pop music. Seven of the eleven titles were 
composed by Brooks, with the remainder being covers from 
Buddy & Julie Miller, John Spillane, Ted Hawkins and “I 
Will,” the closer, from the Lennon & McCartney songbook. 
Aided by Mike Bellar’s Hammond organ and Michelle 
Wallace’s vocal, “My Love Will Follow You” from the Miller 
clan is given a soulful interpretation. Much the same feel 
permeates “Willie Mae Browne,” a two decade old 
recollection that the narrator “did not mess with Willie Mae 
Browne,” his business partner’s girlfriend. Driven by Jimmy 
Ryan’s mandolin, the melody of the “Mockingbird Hill” 
gurgles, burbles and bursts forth into a contemporary folk 
sounding endorsement that, returning to the place where
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you were raised is good for the soul. Brooks refers to the 
instrumental “Kar-Kar,” written as a tribute to Mali guitarist 
Boubacar Traore, as Cape Horn Surf Music. Play it again
and again and again...... you betcha “I Will.” Available from
Village Records.

Steve Earle & The Del McCoury Band “The Mountain”
Grapevine/E Squared______ __________ ______________
A decade and a half ago he helped spearheaded the “New 
Country” movement. Within the bounds of the genus 
country, Earle has explored endless tracks, trails and little 
known by-ways over the ensuing years. This time around 
the rhythms are most definitely fuelled by bluegrass. The 
twang is thoroughly embedded in Earle’s vocal delivery, as 
well as being emitted by a legion of stringed acoustic 
instruments. According to Steve he conceived the idea for 
this album one night in December 1995 when the late Bill 
Monroe [the father of bluegrass] joined him onstage at the 
Tennessee Performing Arts Center. Supporting Earle 
throughout this fourteen cut selection of originals is the 
award winning Del McCoury Band, while the solo guests 
include Iris DeMent [they duet on the angst filled “I’m Still In 
Love With You’], as well as Emmylou Harris, Marty Stuart, 
Gillian Welch and Peter Rowan. The latter quartet, provide 
the vocal backing for the closing track “Pilgrim” which was 
written in honour of the late Roy Huskey Jr., stand-up bass 
player to countless contemporary folk/country acts. As for 
an indication of what the next musical episode [from Earle] 
might be, there’s a couple of instrumentals featured here -  
one is titled “Connemara Breakdown,” while the other is 
“Paddy On the Beat.” In your local store now.

Susan Werner “Time Between Trains” The Bottom Line
[Import]________________________________________ _
Musically she may cruise waters that are jazz, pop and folk 
inflected, but her fourth album was cut in the country music 
capital of the planet with Darrell Scott [Guy Clark, Tim O’ 
Brien] wearing the producers cap. Opening with the title 
cut, Werner, the country girl from Iowa who moved to 
Philadelphia and “got all groovy, ” explores that period of 
down time between major events in life. For a musician, 
that could be the time between gigs, a record deal or even 
an album release ? While her lyrics can subjectively be 
allusions to an infinite selection of story-lines, she employs 
a finely honed skill in observing minutia within the context 
of the whole picture. A prime example - “Petaluma 
Afternoons” focuses on the allure of a hot, dreamy Sonoma 
County Sunday afternoon, while the cement buddha in the 
backyard is “unperturbed by the ants crawling up his thigh.” 
The flicker of an unrequited love is explored in “Old 
Mistake,” while the vignettes in “Bring ‘Round the Boat” 
focus on a selection of reasons that trigger the necessity to 
bale out of a relationship. Closing this set, are a couple of 
covers. “Standing in My Own Way” from Dana Cooper and 
the Don McLean hit “Vincent.” Wait a minute though -  
tucked away at the end of this disc is a Curt Weill style, 
torch song, titled “Movie of My Life” complete with gypsy 
violins, accordion and staccato style piano chords. 
Available from Village Records.

Eric Andersen “Memory of the Future” Appleseed
[Import]___________________________________________
Amazing as it may seem, this is Andersen’s first solo album 
in nigh a decade. The nineties [so far], have witnessed two

collaborations with Fjeld and Danko, plus the release of his 
[legendary and] long lost, early seventies sessions, 
“Stages.” Andersen’s breathy baritone, on this set, 
appears to be a cross between Tom Pacheco and Robbie 
Roberston. Considering those Band connections, the 
circles within circles of this earthly life are never less than 
astounding. And here’s a real obscure one, Andersen was 
once commissioned to score a Brad Dourif movie. While he 
emerged in the sixties as an [acoustic] folk musician, the 
title track, for instance, is a jazz/soul tinged, semi-spoken 
narrative that paints a bleak picture of what is ahead for 
mankind. Unexpected passion arrives with “Sudden Love,” 
the opening track, while “Foghorn,” that immediately 
follows, expresses major regret for expending that passion. 
“Rain Falls Down in Amsterdam” opens with the “creature 
that uncoiled and crawled up from helf’ during the nineteen 
thirties. The affair climaxes with Krista! Nacht -  a time of 
fear, loathing and human degradation that, Andersen 
prays, “man will never repeat.” The lyrics to “Sex With You” 
and “Chinatown,” in terms of cinematography, pan out at 
about a Certificate 21 in each case; they’re certainly not for 
consumption by maiden aunts, or the easily offended. Phil 
Ochs song “When I’m Gone” which first appeared on last 
year’s Ochs tribute set “What’s That I Hear,” precedes the 
closing song, “Hills of Tuscany” -  a dreamlike recollection 
of scenes from life here in Europe. Available from Village 
Records.

Anne Hills “Bittersweet Street” Redwing [Import]________
Possessed of a crystal clear folk voice that soars [when 
necessary] with ease, into the wide blue yonder and 
beyond, it’s appropriate that Hills opens this album with her 
song “Pleiades.” In the dead of winter, “Yard Dreams” is a 
recollection of the outdoor joys of summer, while “First Day 
of Autumn,” which follows, finds the main character 
preparing for the onset of final season of the year. Since 
the mid-eighties, Michael Smith and Anne Hills have 
collaborated on each other’s recordings. Apart from being 
the lead acoustic guitar player throughout this collection, 
Michael’s “Cloudships” adapted from the writing of 
Benjamin Hoff is a featured cut here. It’s followed by the 
title track of the album, a jazz tinged Hills/Smith 
collaboration concerning unrequited love. A failure to deal 
with alcoholism in the family is explored in “New 
Companion,” while the relationship in ‘Wait by the River” is 
in need of some healing. Eric Andersen’s sixties 
composition “Close the Door Lightly” forms the other 
bookend of this set. Available from Canadian River Music.

Buddy Mondlock “Poetic Justice” Major Bob [Import] 
Three albums in over a decade hardly warrants the 
accolade, prolific. His mentor, Guy Clark, has long lived by 
the maxim that quality far outweighs quantity. In that 
regard, while “Buddy Mondlock” struggled to live up to 
the promise of “On the Line,” his latest foray is a 
stunningly understated twelve-selection delight. Gentle and 
soft of voice, Mondlock’s lyrics mainly focus on human 
relationships -  the fear of parental responsibility, turning 
your back on a [once] loved one and moving on, bearing an 
unrequited torch and more. Into those songs, the kid from 
Chicago weaves neat reflections of our natural world. For 
example, “where the sun splashed on the pavement, it left 
behind a rainbow smear.” And when he extends the 
subjective panorama enveloped by his words, the “New 
Jersey Sunset” arrives underpinned by a seductive Latin



American inspired melody. As for the final verse of 
“Postcard With Wheat Field,” it tellingly captures the 
essence of a lifelong union with ‘‘That’s how I will 
remember us, From green, to gold, to white, to rust, So 
hard at first, then soft, then blurred, The edge worn off the 
words.” “Magnolia Street” skips along merrily, with John 
Mock’s tin whistle injecting an Irish feel to the overall 
sound. Nanci Griffith guests on “Cornin’ Down In the Rain,” 
while the all-star Pub Choir [Guy Clark, Ellis Paul, Carol 
Elliott, Jim Rooney and more] supports “No Choice.” The 
latter song first appeared on “On the Line” and closes a 
collection that you’ll want to hear again and again. 
Available from Songs.com.

Chris Smither “Drive You Home Again” Hightone [Import] 
Bringing his most prolific decade of releases to a fitting 
climax, Smither was domiciled in Texas last December - 
Austin, to be precise -  where he cut his ninth solo album, 
and the third consecutive title with guitar man Stephen 
Bruton behind the console. The eleven selections include a 
quartet of covers. It’s amazing how the melody and feel of 
the traditional “Duncan & Brady” sounds like Guy Clark’s 
“Home Grown Tomatoes.” Think about that one. Not to 
disappoint or totally turn his back on the blooos, since this 
set is a well balanced mix of musical flavours, Smither hits 
the spot with a toe tappin,’ slippin’ n’ slidin’ cover of Danny 
O’Keefe’s “Steel Guitar.” As for Tim Hardin’s “Don’t Make 
Promises” according to Chris it’s, “A song I’ve been 
meaning to do since I first heard it in 1967.” Three years 
further on, Smitheris debut disc, “I’m A Stranger, Too” 
was released by the Poppy imprint. Miami bred, Chris fell in 
love with the blues as a teenager. Sufficiently inspired to 
become a professional player, he recalls his early, scufflin’ 
days in New Orleans with the brassy, jazz shuffle “No Love 
Today.” As for the invitation to the male/female 
confessional, “Tell Me Why You Love Me” fits right in since 
this Tex-Mex infused tune was recorded in the motherland. 
Smither waves farewell, on this set, with the slow burning 
“So Long.” Available in your local store now.

paralysing of her vocal chords during the mid-part of the 
current decade, all constitute phases of her busy life. As a 
member of The Babes, a quartet, Sally has appeared on 
their four recordings to date. Produced by her hubby, Dan 
Green, at his Columbus, Ohio studio, the thirteenth and 
closing song here, “Pretty Plenty,” was co-written by Sally 
and the legendary Tom Paxton. The dozen cuts that form 
the remainder, bear the imprint, all Sally’s own work. From 
the intimate angst and loss of the “Ten Pound Bass,” 
through the abuse of children highlighted in the soulful 
“Silent, Silent,” and the rock to which Sally clings in the lyric 
of the title cut, this is another thoughtful, low key selection 
from Fingerett. Available in the UK via Topic/Direct 
Distribution.

Kate Jacobs “Hydrangea” Bar None [Import]_____ ______
Horrocks and Kudrow and then, Kate Jacobs - so what’s 
the connection ? In terms of humankind, Kate is truly 
possessed of a little voice, and at times, the inspiration for, 
and words that populate her songs come from the most 
unconventional sources. On this sub fifty-minute, 
seventeen track selection, there are even cross-references 
between a couple of the tracks. Uncle Eddy, a painter, who 
died while fighting in the Spanish Civil War, circa 1937, 
turns up in the lullaby “Honeybees” and, somewhat 
obviously on, “Eddy Went to Spain.” Two of the tracks, 
“Dream On” and “Because I Have Forgiven Everyone,” are 
performed by school choirs, while Jacobs acknowledges, in 
the liner, the influence that the poems of Anna Akhmatova 
had on her lyrics. If the name of that poet sounds typically 
Russian, many of the songs here relate to manner in which 
Kate’s family had to tear up their well established roots in 
that country [over half a century ago], and the adventures 
they had before they transplanted those roots in North 
America. In the soil of New Jersey, to be precise. With 
support from multi-instrumentalist and occasional 
songwriting collaborator, Dave Schramm, there’s a 
satisfying pop/folk feel to Jacobs’ fourth release. Available 
from Village Records.

solo songwriters, with only a couple of band tracks 
featured. This time around, the stakes [aka selected takes] 
are more evenly balanced numerically between solo acts 
and combos. Book-ending this year’s sixteen selections is 
a couple of class acts, respectively, Dave Alvin and Kevin 
Welch. Much of the content here hails from the latest wave 
of no depression acts to emerge across the Atlantic -  that 
is, excepting Dublin’s Great Western Squares. While the 
well meaning, genre credentials of these young pretenders 
may appear intact, much of the content is lacklustre. For 
instance, in the solo arena, there’s Neil Casal’s rootsy 
grunge, Mike Ireland’s fifties rock n’ pop pastiche and 
Robbie Fulks’ frantic hillbilly hop “Cigarette State.” Having 
endured the latter, try to convince me that an old hand like 
Welch can’t write a song, that’s at least, worth occasional 
repetition. As for the rest..............In your local store now.

Sally Fingerett “My Good Company” Shanachie [Import]
In a solo career spanning a decade and a half, this is only 
Fingerett’s fourth solo outing. Motherhood, circa 1986, 
membership of The Bitchin’ Babes since ’91, and the

distinct phases. During the past decade he has 
concentrated on preserving [and promoting] the music of 
the American West via a series of cowboy song collections. 
Through the eighties, particularly with Warner Brothers, he 
enjoyed a seemingly endless stream of Top 40 hits. This 
compilation delves into the contents of the albums that 
constituted the first phase of Murphey’s career, and dips 
partway into the second. As part of Austin’s songwriting 
community, during the first half of the seventies, Michael 
Murphey was a pivotal player in the creation of the cosmic 
country movement. Country-rock for the thinkin’, as 
opposed to the drinkin’ and cheatin’ man. Relocating to 
Colorado, the focus of his lyrics turned toward the rich 
culture of the Native American tribes, climaxing with the 
albums “Blue Sky Night Thunder,” “Swans Against the Sun” 
and “Flowing Free Forever.” By the eighties, working as 
Michael Martin Murphey, his material was ploughing a 
commercial furrow. “Wildfire” was a Top 3 chart success in 
1975, but Rafe Van Hoy’s “What’s Forever For” saw him 
score his first Country No. 1 in June 1982. Both tracks are 
featured in this twenty-song synopsis of Murphey’s early 
years. Available in the UK via Topic/Direct Distribution.

Various Artists “New Highway -  Return to Viva Michael Martin Murphey “Wildfire 1972-1984” Raven
Americana” Boka. [Import]
Last year’s “Viva Americana” mainly tipped it’s stetson to To date, Murphey’s recording career has traversed three



A  Kcrrverts Festival 50. %.
There is a reason, There is a rhyme,
There is a season, There is a time,
and then, there's the latest KERRVERTS FESTIVAL 50.

1. The Dutchman MICHAEL SMITH “Michael Smith” Flying Fish FF70404 [1986/1991]. #
2. The Way To Calvary ROD MACDONALD "Highway To Nowhere" Shanachie 8001 [1992].
3. Years BETH NIELSEN CHAPMAN "Beth Nielsen Chapman" Reprise 9 26172-2 [1990],
4. Memphis CRY,CRY,CRY “Same” Razor & Tie 7930182840-2 [1998]. #
5. The Revelations JENNIFER KIMBALL “Veering From The Wave" Imaginary Road 314 558 081-2 [1998], #
6. Yarrington Town NANCI GRIFFITH "Other Voices/Present Echoes" Elektra PRCD-1134-2 [1998].
7. His Hometown CHERYL WHEELER “Sylvia Hotel” Philo PH CD1212 [1999].
8. By the Light Of The Plough TERRY CLARKE “Lucky” Appaloosa 132 [1998].
9. America Come Home JOEL RAFAEL Band "The Joel Rafael Band" Reluctant Angel [1994]. #
10. If Not For You JIMMY LAFAVE “Trail” Bohemia Beat/Munich BBEA 9 [1999].
11. Our Little Town BLAZE FOLEY “Blaze Foley : In Tribute & Loving Memory -  Volume 1” Deep South Productions

[no index no.] [1998],
12. Truly Blue MICKEY NEWBURY “The Mickey Newbury Collection” Mountain Retreat [no index no ] [1998]. #
13. Meanwhile the Rain JOEL RAFAEL Band "Old Wood Barn" Reluctant Angel [1996]. #
14. Collar To The Wind WYCKHAM PORTEOUS “In This World” Ragged Pup RPR 00052 [1998]. #
15. Magnolia Street BUDDY MONDLOCK “Poetic Justice” Major Bob Productions MBPCD 0002 [1998]. #
16. Shiva’s Smile DAVID MUNYON “Poet Wind” Stockfisch RTD 357.6017.2 [1998].
17. Vampire BARBARA BARROW “Woman in The Mirror” No label, no index no. [1998]. #
18. Map Of My Heart LYNN MILES “Night In A Strange Town” Philo PHCD 1215 [1998].
19. One Regret DEB PASTERNAK/V.A. “Respond” Signature Sounds SIG1247 [1998]. #
20. China KAT EGGLESTON “First Warm Wind” Waterbug WBG0041 [1990/1998].
21. The Whittlin’ Boy DAVID MASSENGILL “Twilight The Taj Mahal” Plump Records PL8901-2 [1998]. #
22. Cornstalk Pony STEVE GILLETTE “Texas & Tennessee” Rewing Music RWMCD 5404 [1998]. #
23. Jesus And Tomatoes KATE CAMPBELL “Visions Of Plenty” Demon FIEND CD 943 [1998].
24. The Moon Over Tucson CARRIE NEWCOMER “My True Name” Philo PHCD 1223 [1998].
25. Step Inside This House LYLE LOVETT “Step Inside This House” Curb/MCA MCAD2-11831 [1998].
26. Far Flung Places CHUCK PYLE “Keepin’ Time By The River” Bee'n’Flower Music [no index no.] [1998]. #
27. The Buckin’ Song ROBERT EARL KEEN “Walking Distance” Arista 07822-18876-2 [1998].
28. First Best Friend NEAL & LEANDRA “Stranger To My Kin” Red House RHR CD 125 [1998].
29. Molly & Dan RICHARD DOBSON ’’Salty Songs” Brambus 199800-2 [1998], A
30. Lights of Montreal LUANN KOWALEK “Late Night Heroes” Ragged Pup RPR00062 [1998]. #
31. The Wild Blue CHRISTINE LAVIN “One Wild Night -  In Concert” Christine Lavin Records CL001 [1998]. #
32. Just Like Jim Brown [She Is History] PIERCE PETTIS “Everything Matters” Compass Records 7 4252-2 [1998].
33. Hills Of Tuscany ERIC ANDERSEN “Memory Of The Future” Appleseed Recordings 1028 [1999].
34. Changed Your Mind MICHAEL FRACASSO “World In A Drop of Water” Bohemia Beat 0008 [1998].
35. Drunken Angel LUCINDA WILLIAMS “Car Wheels On A Gravel Road” Mercury 314 558 338-2 [1998].
36. Jesse JANIS IAN “The Bottom Line 1980 - Encore Collection” The Bottom Line [no index no.] [1999]. #
37. Bittersweet Street ANNE HILLS “Bittersweet Street” Redwing Music RWMCD 5402 [1998]. #
38. Changes IAIN MATTHEWS “Excerpts From Swine Lake” Blue Rose BLU CD0056 [1998],
39. Lucky BOB NEUWIRTH “Back To The Front” Koch International KOC-CD-8009 [1988/1998].
40. One Hell Of A Guy CHIP TAYLOR w/Guy Clark “Seven Days In May” Train Wreck TW007 [1998].
41. All Through My Days VINCE BELL “Texas Plates” One Man’s Music [no index no.] [1998]. #
42. Mockingbird Hill BROOKS WILLIAMS “Hundred Year Shadow” Signature Sounds SIG 1248 [1999]. #
43. Angel In Manhattan ELLIS PAUL “Translucent Soul” Philo PHCD 1200 [1998].
44. Saviour DEE CARSTENSEN “The Map” Exit Nine/Blue Thumb Records BTD-7015 [1998]. #
45. Without Love RAY WYLIE HUBBARD “Live At Cibolo Creek Country Club” Misery Loves Company 0003 [1998]. #
46. Forgiveness LUKA BLOOM “Salty Heaven” Sony Ireland 491294.2 [1998]. A
47. Petaluma Afternoons SUSAN WERNER “Time Between Trains” The Bottom Line 63440-47305-2 [1998]. #
48. Tethered Angels KEVIN MEISEL “Coal And Diamonds” One Man Clapping/Thursday Records OMC0019 [1998]. #
49. Avery County DAVID OLNEY “Through A Glass Darkly” Philo PHCD 1224 [1999].
50. Heal In The Wisdom BOBBY BRIDGER "Kerrville Folk Festival - Live 1986" (cassette only, no index no.) [1987]. #

waitin' their turn -  Fading Anger TERRY LEE HALE & the BLIND DOCTORS “Old Hand” Glitterhouse GRCD 446 [1999], A ; 
Into The Deeper Blue GEOFF BARTLEY “One Kind Word” Waterbug WBG-046 [1997/1998]. ; Zhang Jingsheng HUGH 
BLUMENFELD “Rocket Science” Prime CD PCD 43 [1998]. # ; White Freight Liner Blues LYLE LOVETT/V.A. “Broadcasts 
Vol. 6” No Label, No Index No. [1998],; The Lowlands of Holland DONAL LUNNY w/Eddi Reader “Coolfin” Metro Blue 7243 4 
93542 2 7 [1998]. ; Wheels EMMYLOU HARRIS “Spyboy” Grapevine GRACD 241 [1998] ; You Don’t Know Me KATY 
MOFFATT “Angel Town” Panther City PCCD 1001 [1998]; Forgiving You Is Easy WILLIE NELSON “Me And The Drummer” 
Luck Records LUCK CD 9701 ; My Hometown CHARLIE ROBISON “Life Of The Party” Lucky Dog/Sony CK69327 :

NOTE. All albums released in the UK, unless marked otherwise. US releases marked #. European releases A. Japanese 
releases *. Introductory rhyme taken from the Bobby Bridger song, "Heal In The Wisdom" - The Kerrville Folk Festival 
Anthem.
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Babes Gabby Road” Shanachie [Import]
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Editorial.
It’s a long story that resulted in an even longer silence, but 
I finally got to the Editorial of Issue 25. Apologies for that. 
Let’s hope that we can squeeze in two issues during the 
rest of ’99. As for the year that has just gone, here’s a 
summation........

Best A lbums
Cry Cry Cry “Cry Cry Cry featuring Dar Williams, Lucy 
Kaplansky and Richard Shindell” Razor & Tie [Import], 
From three of the finest young, North American solo 
contemporary folk writers and performers, I'd say that this 
tribute to a dozen late twentieth century songs equates to 
aural nirvana...... buy, buy, buy.
Eric Taylor “Resurrect” CRS [Import]. Any year is blessed 
when Eric's songs are captured for posterity.
Lyle Lovett “Step Inside This House” MCA/Curb [Import] 
& Terry Clarke “Lucky” Appaloosa [Import], The Texas 
Connection and Champ Hood.
Lynn Miles “Night In A Strange Town” Rounder [Import]. 
Another winner by Miles...................

Favourite Song[s] - Recorded
“Strong Enough For Two”/”Comanche” by Eric Taylor 
on “Resurrect” Munich [Import]
“Memphis” by Richard Shindell on “Cry Cry Cry” Razor 
& Tie [Import]
“Just Like Jim Brown (She is History)” by Pierce Pettis 
on “Everything Matters” Compass Records [Import]
“In My Living Room” by Dana Cooper on “Miracle Mile” 
Compass Records [Import]
“Drunken Angel” by Lucinda Williams on “Car Wheels 
On A Gravel Road” Mercury [Import]...for Blaze Foley 
“By the Light of the Plough” by Terry Clarke on 
“Lucky” Appaloosa [Import]

Favourite Songs - As Yet Unreleased
“Ten Year Night” by Lucy Kaplansky and lain Matthews’
“Fading Fast.”

Best Gig
Guy Clark and Eric Taylor at the Irish Centre, Birmingham 
May 1998.

Favourite Local Act
Ordering records from exotic locations via the Internet. 

Best Record Label[s]
Razor & Tie and Compass. Must investigate that Binky 
label..............

Highlights - A few closing words about ‘98
11.59pm, 31st December, watching Cry Cry Cry play a 
school gym in Oakland, New Jersey. And Nanci G’s cover 
of “Yarrington Town” a song that has lived in my heart for 
over a decade, and will remain there forever. So there......

Other Recommended Albums
Steve Fisher & Jamie Byrd “The Looking Glass” 
[Import], While we wait for Fisher’s next solo opus, this 
was a special blessing. And great songs from Jamie too. 
Chip Taylor “Seven Days in May...a love story” Train 
Wreck. Great hooks, fine songs.
Bob Martin “The Water Turns the Wheel” Riversong 
Records [Import]. There was a time when life was real.
Tim Harrison “Bridges” Northern Breeze [Import]. 
Canadian and Irish.
Terri Hendrix “Wilory Farm” Tycoon Cowgirl Records 
[Import]. This sophomore effort is a stunner.
Michael Fracasso “World (in a Drop of Water)” Bohemia 
Beat [Import]. Proof that Holly and Orbison never died.

Best Compilation Album
Various “Treasures Left Behind.....Remembering Kate
W olf’ Red House [Import]. Isn’t that title, the truth.

Interesting Album Projects
Jack Hardy “The Collected Works 1964 -  1995” 1-800- 
Prime CD [Import], and Mickey Newbury “Retrospective” 
Mountain Retreat [Import], both 10 CD retrospectives.

Most Fun Song
“Dyslexic” Four Bitchin' Babes “Out of the Mouths of

Regarding the contents of this issue, and in no particular 
order, thanks are due to Rod Kennedy, Richard Shindell, 
Pat Tynan, Michaela O’Brien and Alpha Ray. This issue 
is dedicated to the memory of the late, Bryan MacLean. 
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
You can also find us a t :
Web P ag e: http://wavespace.waverider.co.uk/~kerrkron
E-Mail kerrkron@waverider.co.uk
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+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
28 April 1983 
Got a picture of ya, Fly 
filed away in my mind - - 
I call it up when I see 
some body playing’ dobro.
You're laughin' real big 
and flashin' your eyes 
from somewhere inside you music.

And the old man who meant it 
When he handed us that book 
And how far we’ve come and gone 
since then
you’re livin' God knows where 
or how, and me, I’m here.
I still think about ya - - 
when I end up 
in a hand clappin' 
tongue-speakin’, piano clangin’ 
rollin’ - on -  the -  floor kinda church service 
by accident or persuasion.

I passed by your mama’s
fleamarket in the city
And got tothinkin’ about how
Pentecostal she was
when all those people at the service
couldn't believe we could
be so bold as to fan their flame
for just one Sunday night.
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